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ASSTRACI

This thesis investigates the applicability of the concept of

yielding to Lake Agassiz clay in the Winnipeg aïea. Careful sampling

and laboratory testing techniques have been used. The test progr¿tm was

designed to examine the linit-state for the blue clay at 11.5 m depth.

The study also investigated the time-dependent aspects of the YLIGFI

model of soil behaviour, strain energy as a criterion for identifying

limit-state, and the threshold energy concept at yielding.

Eighteen 76 rrn diameter undisturbed triaxial samples hrere

tested along various stress paths. Drained, stress-controlled tests

show that yielding is controlled by the in-situ grain structure of the

clay, and by stress-history effects. For the blue cl.ay at 11.5 m depth,

a well defined yield envelope has been identified which supports the

YLIGHI model concept proposed for Champlain Sea cray. Yield envelopes

fron different depths in the winnipeg cray are fairTy homothetic, and

can be normalized with respect to p¿.

Llndrained, strain-controlled portions of the triaxial testing

program were used to examine several aspects of the clayts behaviour. On

the basis of the (or-or)/2rr* failure criterion, the normally consolidated

Coulomb-Mohr strength pararneters, c' and 0r were found to be 4 kPa and

17.50 respectively. The average value of s,r/ni was found to be 0.22.

Porewater pressures at failure depend strongly on the stress levels and

stress ratios during laboratory reconsolidation. Values of A, range

between 0.22 to 1.59. The relative stiffness, Ero/sr, lies between 168

and 361. For a tenfold change in strain rate in Winnipeg clays, the

change in r¡ndrained strength is approxirnately 11 to L2 percent.
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CTIAPIER 1

INTRODUCTÏON

Perhaps the most important technical development at the 1979

Canadian Geotechnical Conference was the considerable attention directed

for the first time at these conferences to the concept of "yielding" as

defined by a lirnit-state surface in stress space. The linit-state

surface in a general stress Space is a boundary, or "enveloPê", at which

the conpressibility, settlement rate and porewater pressures of undis-

turbed natural clay all increase markedly as stresses are increased

from in-situ stresses to stresses associated with engineering construc-

tion. The distinction between lirnit-state and critical-state surfaces

has been carefully examined by Noonan (1980).

Limit-state surfaces or yield envelopes, for post-g1acial

clays are currently receiving much research attention. It4cst studies

have involved the marine clays of Eastern Canada, (see for example

Mitchell, L970; Tavenas and LerouelL, 1977). Ljmit-state studies were

initiated by Dr. J. Grahan in 1976 at the University of }4anitoba to

examine the applicability of the limit-state concept to the glacio-

lacustrine clays of Winnipeg area. The testing progr¿m consisted of

76 mn diameter samples, trinrned using equipment specially designed to

minimize disturbance, and tested in large diameter, rotating-bush

triaxial cells. Samples hlere taken from 6 m to 12 n depth at the

Llniversity of lr4anitoba carnpus using the block sampler devised by

Donaschuk Q977). Preliminary results were presented by Baracos et al.
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(1980). Subsequently, further studies have been carried out by Noonan

(1980). In concluding his thesis, Noonan drew attention to certai¡r

aspects of the clay behaviour which were still unclear. The more

important of these may be stmrnarized as follows:

1. Because of the limited nr¡nber of sanples tested, the shape

and orientation of the yield envelopes* defirr"d in the

earlier tests were tentative. Hence, the details of the

YTIGII model (Tavenas and LerouelI, L977) could not be

confirrned.

2. Verification of the applicability of YLIGFII nodel to

Winnipeg clays required further testing on a larger

nunber of samples from one depth. Isotropic, effective

stress paths should be included.

3. The effect of load duration and load increment ratio on

the stress-strain time results were not investigated in

the earlier tests. They were associated with the time-

dependent aspects of YLIGFII model.

?t'There is some confusion i¡ the usage of the terms "Limit-State Envelope"
and "yield envelope". Technically, it would appear that "Limit-State
Envelope" should be restricted to the locus of yield points i¡r a constant-
e plan-e in (p', e, e) space, as defined for example by undrained tests
(Rõscoe and Èuifand, 1968). In contrast, the yield envel_opes described
in this thesis are deri-,'ed from tests which start from the sane initial
pl, K^ pl, e^ - conditions, but have different voids ratios at yield.
tRé y9"i8'en9elopes therefóre, although shown in Fig. 4.27 {or 9xamp19 io(pt, q) space, are not in a constant-e plane. The 3-dirnensional enwelope
cif tne! seþarai.e limit-state stresses (or yields) for:nd fron the i¡dividual
tests is lnor,un as the Lirnit-State Surface.
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4. Strai¡ energy as a yielding criterion needed further

investigation.

5. Four 63 rrn dianeter oedometer sarnples had been tested in

the earlier tests, but there was considerable uncertainty

regarding the variation with depth of the preconsolidation

pressure Pl.

6. The sanples used in the earlier studies had been stored

for more than a year during which time properties of the

clay night have been altered significantly' It was

suggestedthatthestoragetimeofsanplespriorto

testing be mininized ín the future.

In response to these conclusions, it was considered necessary

to carry out further testing, and block samples were taken on July' 1980

and January, 1981 frorn 11 .28 m to 11.66 n depth at the same test site

(Baracos et al., 1980). These have now been tested and the results are

contained in thís thesis. The specific aims of this thesis were as

follows:

1. To improve the existing techniques for detennining yield

enveloPes in Lake Agassiz cLaY.

Z. To examine the influence of load duration and load incre-

rnent ratjo on the deternination of the yield envelopes in

plastic cIaY.

3. To exami¡e the criteria for defining yield stresses from

various stress-strain Plots.

4. To j¡vestigate the validity of strain energ'y as a yield

criterion a¡rd to examine if there is a threshold energy
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for yielding which is stress path independent.

5. To improve the techniques for oedometer testing and to

determine the distribution of p¿ with depth on the test

site.

6. To study the effects of changes of strain rate on un-

drained shear strength.

The laboratory testing program which will be described in

detail in a later chapter, consisted of eighteen large diameter (76 rrn),

triaxial tests, four oedorneter tests a¡rd standard classification tests

which include sensitivity tests. Both 63 mn and 76 nrn dianeter oedo-

meter samples were used to determin" p¿. Data were obtained on both

drained and undrai¡ed triaxial behaviour. Drained stress-controlled

triaxial tests were used to examine the limit-state condition along

various stress paths. The results rriere ex¿rmined with reference to the

YLIG{I rnodel proposed by Tavenas and Leroueil (1977), md with regard

to the use of different components of stress tensor to define the

limit-state condition. In addition, strain energy as a yield criterion

was investigated. Samples which hrere not stressed to rupture during

the drained portion of the triaxial test were tested to failure in

undrained shear. The undrained part of the test allowed examination

of the following characteristics of clay behaviour: the influence of

consolidation history on porewater pressure generation and elastic

moduli; the effects of changes of strain rate on the wrdrained shear

strength; and the normally consolidated Coulonb-libhr rupture envelope.

In addition, the results of one-dimensional oedometer tests were used

to examine the drained compression behaviour of clays along the Ko -
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consolidation 1ine.

Before proceeding to the testing prograrn (Chapter 3) and its

results (Chapter 4 a¡rd 5), the thesis will present in Chapter 2 a btief.

review of the concept of yielding and the YLIGFII rnodel proposed by

Tavenas and Lerouefl Qg77); and the recent limit-state studies i¡r

Lake Agassíz clay (Baracos et 41., 1980; Noonan, 1980)'
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GI\PTER 2

A REVIEW OF LIMIT STATE CONCEPT

AS APPLIED TO T}IE I-AKE AGASSIZ CLAYS

2.L INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the

geotechnical properties and behar¡iour of soft clays and sensitive clays.

Ivfuch of the research has focussed on Norwegian quick clays, md on the

cemented Leda clays found in Eastern Canada (Bjernrn, L967; Tor^¡nsend

et al., 1969; Mitchell., 1970; Tavenas and LeroueIL, I9T7). Excellent

reviews of the geotechnical properties and behaviour of the soft post-

glaci-al clays in Canada with respect to enbanlanent and foundation

design have recently been presented by Quigley (1980), ild by Kenney

and Folkes (1979).

Various investigators have shor^n that the concepts of limit
and critical states originally proposed by Roscoe, Schofield and Wroth

(1958) and Roscoe and Burland (19ó8) to describe the behaviour of

isotropically consolidated clays could be extended and modified to

apply to natural, anisotropic c1ays. rn particular, the existence of

lirnit-staúe surfaces has been demonstrated by tests on intact lightly
overconsolidated clay samples by Graham (1969), tr{itchell (1970), Crooks

and Grahan (1976), ild Tavenas and Leroueil (IgT7). In addition,

Baracos et al. (1980) and Noonan (1980) have shor,r¡n that yield envelopes

can be defined in (pt, q) stress space for the glacio-lacustrine clays

of the Wiruripeg area. The practical significance of the limit-state
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concept in t¡nderstanding the behaviour of cray, and in the design of

structures on clay for:ndations has been shov¡n by Tavenas and Leroueil

(1977); Tavenas et al. (1978b and 1979); and Tavenas (1979).

Noonan (1980) has given an extensive literature review of the

concept of limit-state and critical-state. He discusses its initial
developnent (Roscoe et al., 1958), ffid the present trrderstanding it
provides for the behaviour of natural clays (Tavenas and Leroueil, 1980).

Prior to the work by Tavenas and his co-workers at Laval University, an

overall picture of the nature of the limit-state envelope for a cray

and the factors affecting it was not clear, although yield envelopes

for various clays had been fourd (for exanple, Mitchell, 1970; crooks

and Graham, L976).

The following two sections present briefly the YLIGIT rnodel

proposed by the Laval workers, md the factors which affect the deter-

nination of lirnit-state envelopes. In view of Noonan's recent review

(1980), the presentation will be brief, and restricted to those aspects

which relate to the testing program described in this thesis.

2.2 T}IE YLIGII }ODEL

Tavenas and Leroueil (1977) showed that the shape of the

limit-state surface of a natural clay reflects the rnineralogy of the

deposit, ffid the stress anisotropy prevailing during deposition and

consolidation. It is approximately synunetrical about the Ko = 0.9 x

(l-sind') line (Jaky, 7944; Tavenas et al., rg77). rts position along

the Ko - line, as well as its size, are fixed by 1ocal values of the

preconsolidation pressure, p¿. These results were also shor¡¡n in
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preliminary reports by Graharn (1969, 1974). On conpiling the data

available to them, Tavenas a¡rd Leroueil (L977) showed that all lirnit-

state surfaces obtained on natural clays have these characteristics

and are different from the theoretical shape implied in the Cam Clay

model of soil behaviour (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). In addition, they

showed that the effect of aging (i.e. the decrease of voids ratio of

a clay with time at constant effective stresses due to secondary com-

pression) and strain-rate described by Bjerrun (1967) can be accounted

for in their behavioural model larown as YLIGFIT. This model was initially

proposed for Charnplain Sea clays (Tavenas and Leroue LL, Lg77). Its

applicability to all natural clays appears prornising and is presently

being eva¡.rated at the Llniversity of ir{anitoba using Lake Agassiz clay.

Detailed exarnination of the rnodel and the logic behind it have been

presented by Noonan (1980). The important features of the YLIGFII model

rnay be strmnarized as follows:

1. The limit-state envelope of a natural cl.ay has a shape

which is approximately el1iptica1, and centered on the

K - consolidation line of the normally consolidated clay.
o

2. The position of the limit-state envelope in stress space

is governed by the nagnitude of the preconsolidation

pressure, på.

3. The lfunit-state envelope of a natural cLay can be

qualitatively detennined by its effective friction angle,

qr, which governs the Ko - stress condition of the

norrnally consolidated clay; by its preconsolidation

pressure; and by its r.lndrained shear strength.
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4. The lfunit-state envelope can be approximately located

in stress space given lorowledge of the paraïneters

(su)ro*, (ni)1ro, (P'.,r"ra)*o, and the Ko - consolida-

tion line (Fig. z.L). (Ar1 figures aïe presented at the

back of this thesis after the References and Tables). It
is also noted that the ratio of (p'rr"rt)ro to (ni)rro is
generally in the order of 1.4 to I.g (Leroueil and

Tavenas, 1977).

5. rn a uniform clay which has been deposited in a single

unit, the linit-state envelopes at different depths, and

thus different pi values, are arl homothetic, that is,
geometrically sfunilar.

6. The critical state line, as used in the model, is identi-

cal to the large strain, normally consolidated Coulomb-

Mohr strength envelope.

7. The effect of aging of natural clays, as well as the

influence of longer loading duration or slower strain-

rate can cause the entire linit-state envelope to shrink

inwards with time (Tavenas et a1., lgTgb).

rt should be noted that further testing is required to con-

firm the general validity of this nodel for all natural clays. rn

particular, the effect of aging of naturaL cray, and. the influence of
loading rate or duration on the characteristics of the yielding of
r¡rdisturbed natural clays, need further investigation.

See List of Symbols on page vi
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2.3 FACIORS AFFECTING TTE DETERMII'IATI0N OF YIELD EI'ÍIELOPES

A generally accepted definition for the yield envelope of a

natural clay is a locus joining a set of yield points in the (p', q)

stress space corresponding to the in-situ voids ratio e, inside which

strain, strain rates, and porewater pressure generation are low; and

outside which all of these parameters are nuch higher (Baracos et al.,
1980; Noonan, 1980). states of stress inside this envelope produce a

pseudo-elastic, relatively incompressible and. largely recoverable

response associated with snall-strain, rapid, readjustment of the grain

structure of the clay. Non-failing stress states which are outsid.e the

yield envelope, in (p', e) space, but on the limit-state surface in
(P', Q, e) space, produce a more compressible and irreversible response

associated with the longer-term, large strain readjusünent of the clay
structure (Grahan, Lg74). This behaviour is rnost easily observed in
oedometer tests where it is rnanifested as the characteristic preconsoli-

dation pressure (ni) breat in the semi-logarithmic plot of voids ratio
versus effective vertical pressure. In undrained triaxial cornpression

tests it is represented by the na:cimrn deyiator stïess. The concept

of the limit-state surface in a clay is sirnply a general ization of the

oveT'consolidation effect comnonly obseryed in oedometer tests.
h4¡st natural clays appear to have developed an over-competent

graia structure (Bjernun, 1967; Graham, L974; crooks and. Graham, Lg76)

which can withstand stresses somewhat higher than their in-situ stress
levels urithout ¿m appreciable breakdor,m or 'yield, of their grain
structure. The car¡ses for this over-competency are nany (Graharn, Ig74).
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For example, overconsolidation due to desiccation, groundwater level

changes and erosional off{oading cause the clay structure to adjust to

stress levels higher than its present in-situ stresses. This leaves the

clay with a reserve resistance, above the structural strength it would

have at the in-situ stress level if it remained normally consolidated.

Bjerrr.un (1967) showed that an over-competent structure has developed in

Norwegian clays by a combination of the following: depositional environ-

ment and subsequent geochemical changes; an¿ delayed compression or

aging. In addition, cementation has been shor¿n to cause ¿rÍì. over-com-

petent structure in some Canadian clays (Sangrey, 1972).

The detailed determination of the yield envelope of a natural

clay is difficult because of the natural variability of clay deposits.

In order to avoid these difficulties, it is advisable to carry out the

entire test program on large sarnples originating from the same depth*.

The use of block sarnpling techniques is practically mandatory to ensure

that all sanples have been subnitted to the same geological processes

and stress history (Leroueil and Tavenas, 1977). Bjernnn and Kenney

(1967) showed that the stress-strain behaviour and the strength of

sensitive clays are intimately related to the grain structure; that is,

to the physical arr¿Lngement of soil particles. Eden (1971) demonstrated

the reductions in both strengths and preconsolidation pressure caused

by various tube samplers in stiff clay from Ottawa. La Rochelle and

Graharn (1974), Mesri (1975)
attention to the usefulness
"normalizing" the behaviour

and Crooks and Graham (1976), have drau¡n
of preconsolidation pressur€ p-' in
of samples from different depths.
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Lefebrrre (1971) established the influence of tube sampling on the

'strength part' of the yield envelope of the St. Louis clay. More

generally, sanpling disturbance can induce significant changes in the

shape and position of the yield envelope of natural clays by affecting

the clay structure.

Tavenas and Leroueil (1977) confirmed that the magnitude

of the preconsolidation pressure governs the position of the yield

envelope in stress space (Fig. 2.L). Based on their experi:nental

investigation, they further concluded that all the factors which affect

the preconsolidation pressure would also affect the entire linit-state

envelope. It was in this connection that the work of Bjerrr.un on the

:-effects of aging and strain rates on preconsolidation pressure was

introduced to studies of yield envelopes. Bjerrum (1967) showed that

the aging of clays under const¿rnt effective stresses causes a reduction

in voids ratio due to secondary deformations, and that this reduction

i¡ voids ratio results in an increase in the apparent preconsolidation

pressure. Tavenas and Leroueil (1977) showed that the aging of. a clay

results in a homothetic displacement of the entire yield envelope in

stress space towards higher pressures and strengths.

Crawford (1964) and Bjerrurn (1967) both denonstrated that the

apparent preconsolidation pressure of a clay is reduced if the rate of

loading is reduced, or if the duration of loading is increased in oedo-

meter tests. Bjernrn showed that this effect was actually another mate-

ríalízation of the secondary consolidation phenomenon caused by aging.

With respect to the effects of strain rate, Tavenas and Leroueil (1977)

using oedorneter tests and trialcial tests, confirmed the effect of rate,
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or duration of loading, on the preconsolidation pressure and yield

envelope. They showed that the preconsolidation pressure of a clay is

reduced if the duration of loading is increased. Similarly, undrained

triaxial tests at different strain rates indicate a reduction in

strength as strain rate decreases. lvlore importantly, the displacement

of the yield envelope indicated a homothetic movement inwards with time.

On this basis Tavenas and Leroueil (L977) concluded that the lsrown

effects of aging and strain rate on pi applied to the entire yield

envelope. This hypothesis that the time-dependent behaviour of a clay

is completely described by the time-dependent displacement of its limit-
state surface is lcror¡¡n as the YLIG{I model. . It was confirmed in a later
paper by Tavenas et a1. (1978b). Additional research is required to

qrantify this time-dependence, particularly for clays other than the

Champlain Sea Clays tested by Tavenas and his co-workers.

2.4 YIELD ENVELOPES OF IA]G AGASSIZ CLAY - A REVIEW

The applicability of the limit-state concept is part of a

larger investigation by the geotechnical group at the university of

lvlanitoba into the geotechnical properties of the glacial Lake Agassiz

clay which r¡nderlies the winnipeg area. Preliminary infonnation was

presented by Baracos et al. (1980) and Noonan (1980). Yield envelopes

were found from intact overconsolidated clay samples taken from various

depths. A strnnary of the existiag inforrnation is presented in Fig. 2.2.

As proposed by the YLIGII model, the yield envelopes at different depths

were fowrd to be honothetic. However, the tri:nning and testing

techniques in these earlier tests were difficult due to the highly
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anisotropic a¡rd nonhomogeneous nature of the clay. ltlore inportantly,

the effects of load duration and load increment ratio on this clay were

not clear, ild caused considerable delay in Noonan's work. As a result,

the shape and orientation of the previously defined yield envelopes

were tentative.

As suggested in Chapter 1, further work was considered

necessary and forms the test program described in this thesis. In

particular, attention has been paid to careful determination of the

yield envelope at one depth in the deposit, md to the time effects

which fonn such an integral part of the YLIGII nodel.
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CHAPTER 3

DESCR]PTION OF SOIL PROPERTIES AI..¡D TESTING PROCEDLIRES

3.L INTROIIJCTION

The soil profile in the l{innipeg aïea consists nainly of Lake

Agassiz deposits of silts and clays, overlying till and ordovician

dolonitic limestone. The formation and geologic features of the Lake

Agassiz clays have been described by Elson (1961, 1967), Render (1970)

and Teller (1976).

The samples used in the present study were taken from the

university of lt4anitoba campus. This study is part of a larger investi-
gation at the llniversity of lr{anitoba of the geotechnical properties of
the glacial Lake Agassiz clays (pietrzak, rgTg; Baracos et a1., 19g0;

Noonan, 1980). Fig. 3.1 shows the site plan of the test area (pietrzak,

L979). Boreholes 4 and 5 were drilled on Ju1y, 19g0 and January, 19g1

respectively using a 76 cm diameter poweï auger. To ninimize the sample

disturbance during sarnpling, good quality block sarnples from depth were

obtained using the block sanplerdevised byDomaschuk (1977). This

chapter reviews the general properties of the Lake Agassiz lacustrine

clays and presents the testing techniques.

3.2 SOIL PROFILE ANID PROPERTIES

An average borehole log for the boreholes fron which the

samples were taken has been presented by Baracos et al. (fggO) ;and is
included in this thesis as Fig. 3.2. Further information fron the
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present study uhich is additional to the details given by Baracos et.

al . (1980) is shov¡n in Table 1. No najor differences result. Improved

values for pi and C. will be presented in Section 4.3. Typically, the

deposit consists of a layer of brown silty clay approximately 1 n to

2 m thick, a Tayer of tan-coloured silt genera]-lry less than 1 m thick

followed in depth by a bror,rm (often nottled brou¡n and blue) clay Layer

about 3 n thick, ild a rayer of blue clay 8 n to 10 m thick. The brov¡r

and blue cray Layers are both thought to be freshwater lacustrine

deposits although Teller (1976) has suggested that the depositional

environment may have been brackish.

All the test samples used in the present study were taken

from block sarnples at 11.28 n to 11.66 n depth in the blue clay layer.

The blue clay is meditrn to highly plastic (CH), has medium-stiff to

stiff consistency, has no visible fissures, and contains numerous

pockets or inclusions of grey silt, pebbles, Ðd occasional cobbles.

Standard classification tests (Atterberg lirnit, rnoisture

content, hydroneter and specific gravity) were performed on the trinrnings

from each of the block samples. The results of these tests are presented

in Table 1 and are in general agreement with the classification results

for blue clay described by Baracos et a1 . (1980). The ranges of index

properties h¡ere:

Natural moisture content, w

Liquid limit, 5
Plastic limit, 5
Plasticitl index, In

Average specific gravity, G,

55% - 64%

79% - 86%

2s% - 282

s4% - s\z

2.72
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Sensitivitytestswereperformedonclaysfron5.5m(Trainor'

1981);9.lmand11.5nusingaSwedishFall-coneapparatus.Alow

sensitivity of only 2.5 to 4 was found. undisturbed fall-cone strengths

of 81 kPa, 67 kPa and 49 kPa were recorded at the respective depths'

AlthoughthedepositsintheWinnipegareahavenotbeen

sr-rbject to any lcrown geologic off-loading they have been for'nd to have

overconsolidation ratios varying frorn 5 at the top of the blue clay to

about 2to 3 deeper in the deposit (Baracos et a1., 1980)' The over-

consolidation is probably due to grotndwater level fluctuations, suction

pressures associated with desiccation and freezing mechanisms, delayed

compression or creep during postdepositional aging, and possibly cenenta-

tion bonding formed at interparticle contacts by upwards - flowing

groundwater with high salt content (Render, 1970). Further attention

is directed to consolidation test results in a later section of the

thesis.

3.3 SAI\4PLE PREPARATION AND @
In order to inyestigate the applicability of the limit-state

concept to the winnipeg blue clay, it was necessary to exanine the

strains resulting frorn applied stress increments up to, and beyond the

yield envelope for the cLay at a particular depth. All tests hlere on

block samples taken from 11.28 n to 11.66 n depth beneath the ground

surface. This section of the thesis outlines the apparatus and

techniques used for preparing and testing samples'
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3.3.I Sanple Preparation lvtrethods

N4ethods of sample preparation varied depending on the type

of test to be carried out. These tnethods are described r¡nder appro-

priate headings below.

3.5.1.1 Consolidated-Drained a¡rd Ündrajned Triaxial Sanples

Eighteen, 76 run diameter, triaxial tests (T302 to T319) were

performed on carefu11y trimned samples from four block samples jn the

blue clay layer. The testing progr¿m placed considerable emphasis on

avoiding disturbance of the "structure" or mechanical skeleton of the

clay formed by the bond forces between individual soil particles. The

importance of this with respect to preserving the field structure of

the clay has been emphasized by Graham (1974), ffid Crooks and Grahan

(1976). The trinrning was done using equipment constructed at the

Llniversity of lutranitoba (Fig . 3.3) which was designed to cause minirm¡n

disturbance to the sarnple. It is similar in principle to equipment

described by Landva (1964). An important feature of this equipment is

that the sanple is supported at all stages during preparation.

The procedure for preparing samples has been described in

detail by Noonan (1980). It is similar to that used by Crooks (1975),

but was carefully rewritten by Noonan to conform with practice currently

in use at the University of Ìvfanitoba. A shortened stunnary of the

trinming and building-in procedures is listed in Appendix I. It can

be outlined briefly as follows: A roughly trinrned sanple was motrnted

on a trir¡ning platform attached to the base of a triaxial cell. A

greased cutting cylinder with a sharp leading edge, was pushed carefully
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into the soil for a distance of approxinately 1 crn and excess soil

round the outside of the cutting edge hras removed with a cutting wire.

Tïris process was repeated urtil soil protruded frorn the top of the

cylinder. The ends of the sarnple were then tri¡nned across the top and

bottom of the cutting cylinder. With the sample fu11y supported in the

cylinder, a filter stone in a holder !üas attached to one end of the

sanple. The sarnple was then lowered on to the cell pedestal, the top

cap was located firmly by a central rod, and the cutting cylinder was

removed. Drainage was facilitated by lateral filter strips placed

longitudinally around the circr¡derence of the sample. Two membranes,

separated by a Iayer of silicone oi1, were placed over the sample,

together with two o-rings on the top cap and three o-rings on the

pedestal. This arrangement was used to minimize leakage during sub-

sequent testing which in sorne cases lasted more than one month.

With the sarnple preparation complete, the ce1l was filled
with deaired distilled water and a 2 qn Layer of engine oil (SAE 120)

added through the top of the cel1 to reduce leakage of cel1 water and

friction between the piston and bushing.

3.3.I.2 Oedometer Samples

Four oedometer tests (C301 to C304) were performed on block

samples from the sarne depth as the triaxial samples. Both 63 nrn and

76 mt dianeter sanples were tested, the latter in new cells specially

nade for this testing program. To rninirnize the sarnple disturbance,

improved triJrnning techniques r{rere used. Sanples hrere prepared using

the same trirrning equipnent as the triaxial samples, but with some
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. An important feature of this improved trim-

the cutting ring is held vertically as it is

during preparation.

3.3.2 Test Procedures

This section strnmaries the procedures adopted during different

stages of the various tests. Detailed testing procedures for consoli-

dated-drained stress-controlled tests a¡rd undrained shear tests were

described by Noonan (1980). Any significant divergence from his

procedures in individual cases is discussed in the presentation of test

results later in Chapter 4 and 5.

3.3.2,I Triaxial Consolidation and Drai¡ed Stress-Controlled Triaxial

Tests

In order to simulate as closely as possible the in-situ

behaviour of the clay, careful reconsolidation to in-situ stresses is

mandatory. Although careful sanpling and laboratory techniques mini-

mize disturbance, changes in effective stresses in the soil samples due

to these procedures are inevitable. It is therefore necessary to re-

stress the sanplestotheir in-situ effective stress leve1s. Crooks and

Gralram (L976) showed that laboratory reconsolidation strongly influences

the stress-strai¡ behaviour and porewater pressure generation during

subsequent shearing of. a sanple.

The first phase of the triaxial compression tests was recon-

solidation to the approximate in-situ effective stress levels in three

stress increments. (T502, T310, T3I4 and T318 were non-standard tests
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which will be described later). However, difficulty is experienced

in defining the in-situ effective overburden stresses. In the Winnipeg

area, the groindwater table rrtay vary from ground level during extremely

wet seasons, to 6 m or deeper in periods of severe drought (Baracos et

a1., 1980). For this reason, the value o¡ po' is difficult to deter-

mine and an average value between these extremes was adopted in this

study. This process is identical tp that followed by Noonan (1980).

The effective overburden stress for each block was calculated assuning

the phreatic surface at a depth of 3 m and an average unit weight of
(

17.5 k},l/n" both above and below the phreatic surface. The difficulties

associated with deciding on the value of horizontal stress to use have

been discussed by Grahan (L974). Baracos et al. (1980) found that at

stresses below po' the stress ratio required to keep sanple area cons-

tant was approximately 0.65. A stress ratio of 0.65 was therefore

adopted during the reconsolidation phase of the present study. Corres-

ponding lateral strajns were small, averaging 0.36% (compression).

The consolidation stages of the undrained triaxial tests and

the drained stress-controlled tests were both carried out ön a steel

test frane, the general arrangement of which is shor,rn in Fig. 3.5. Up

to three rotating bush cells could be used at one time. The sample

diameters were 76 nrn in all tests.

The height changes of the samples r4rere measured using a dial

gauge fixed to the top of the cell and resting on an arm attached to

the piston. Voh¡ne changes hrere measured using burettes with the v,iater

leve1 rnaintained at the rnid-height of the sainple. Before each loading

increment, water was flushed through the drainage leads to remove air
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which night have been trapped between the membrane and sanrple, together

with any gas released by the sanrple (Noonan, 1980). This procedure was

repeated daily. Air bubbles u/ere observed only irregularly.

Cell pressure I4Ias applied through lvater in the cel1, using

compressed air to pressurize an external air-water tank. The cell

pressures and porewater pressures were both monitored by pressure trans-

ducers and were re-zeroed to aünospheric pressure dalLy at mid-height

of sarnple. Axial loading was applied by dead loads on a hanger which

rested freely on the piston. The load P required to give a predetermined

axial stress ol was calculated at the mid-height of the sanple using

the expression:

a=

A=
e

W=
o

oi = oå (r - a/4.) * ¡to i 
ol

I^lhere
ç

piston area

instantaneous sample area = $
dead load acting at rnid-height of sample

during consolidation

extra loading on hangerP=

All the anisotropically consolidated-drained stress-controlled

tests r{rere reconsolidated to oi" = På, oj" = 0.65 pj before proceeding

along predetermined stress paths. For each stress increment thereafter,

the ce11 pressure and the required axial loads were calculated separately

and added simultaneously. After the application of the stresses, axial

dial gauge and burette readings were taken using standard 'doubling'

time intervals (i.e. I, 2, 4, 8, 15, 30 nin; 1, 2, 4 hr etc.). Stress

i¡crements in triaxial consolidation, oedometer and drained stress-
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controlled tests were added at approximately Z4-hour interyals, with

the exception of T3I2 and T315 where 5-day intervals were used.

Oedometer tests were carried out using the standard nethod

outlined by Bowles (1978), except that initial vertical stresses of

about 65 kPa were used to prevent swelling at lot^r pressures. In

general a load increment ratio of 1.ó was chosen to give at least 3

stress points on the reload section of the curve preceding the pre-

consolidation pressure p! In test C303 a constant load increment of

1.36 kg (3 lbs) was adopted.

3.3.2,2 Undrained Shearing

After triaxial consolidation, samples which were to be

subjected to r.¡ndrai¡ed strain-controlled shearing were moved careful1y

from the consolidation frame to a 10 t coÍpression frame. Fig. 3.ó

shows the arrangernent used for shearing in consolidated-undrained tests.

The piston was clamped before the a:cial load and hanger were removed

but the cell pressure, burettes, dial gauge and transducer lines were

all kept in place. The axial load was reapplied in the compression

frame using a proving ring (sensitivity = 4.156 N/div), taking into

accor.¡rt the change in dead load on the nid-height of the sample. In

general, this process r,iras accompanied by axial and voh¡netric strains

of less than 0.05% which can be considered unimportant.

Prior to back-pressuring, the sample drainage system was

flushed to remove any air which had collected during the last consoli-

dation increnent. A back-pressure of approximately 210 kPa was applied

in seven increments of 30 kPa each. At each increment, the external
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cel1 pressure and the internal porewater pressure r\rere increased by the

s¿rme amount, and the proving ring reading was increased appropriately

to counteract the ce11 pressure increase against the bottom of the

piston.

The sample i,tras usually allowed to remain in this condition

for a few hours or overnight, before checking for saturation. In most

cases, values of the porewater parameter B were greater than 98%

(Table6). At this stage, the drainage valve was closed and the sample

was allowed to stand for a short period of tine to reduce the effects of

any pressure surges in the system before undrained shearing was conrnenced.

llndrained shearing was normally carried out at arr initial

strain rate of about le"/hour. Readings of axial deflection, proving

ringrporewater pressure and cell pressure were taken at 10 minute inter-

vals for the first hour and at 20 minute intervals thereafter until the

maximun proving ring load was obtained. After reaching the peak proving

ring load, the sample rtras strained for a further 2 to 3 percent axial

strain, at which point a I'relaxation test" was carried out to examine

the effect of strain rate variation on the tr:rdrained strength. This

procedure, developed by Kenney (1966), involves switching off the com-

pression nachine and noting changes with time in the axial deflection,

proving ring, porewater pressure and ceIl pressure. Stopping the com-

pression rnachine in this manner allows the sample to continue straining

at a decreasing rate due to the stored energy in the proving ring.

Relaxation tests hrere usrrally continued overnight. On the following

morning, the conpression machine was switched on again and shearing

continued at various strain rates to axial strains of 14% to 18% in
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special testing procedures which will be described later.

Undrained shear tests provided infonnation on several aspects

of the soil's behaviour, such as the stress-strain and porewater pressure

generation characteristics. In particular, the porewater pressure para-

meter, A* the strain rate parameter, pO.f *d the elastic nodulur, E50,

for each test were exarnined. In addition, the failure stresses found in

the test perrnitted an evaluation of the normally consolidated Coulornb-

Itdchr envelope for the clay at this depth. These will be presented in

detail in Chapter 5.

Test T317 was a consolidated-drained, strain-controlled test

with an initial strain rate of about Lv"/day.

A simple computer program called Triaxial Test Program was

developed to process the raw ðata collected from r-rndrained shear tests.

The calculated stress-strain yalues are printed in tabular form. Details

of the progr¿m and instruction notes are given by Lew (1981), and are

included in this thesis as Appendix II. It should be pointed out that

no correction was made to a1low for the restraining effect of the

membranes and filter strips.

Subsequent to r-urdrained shearing, the failed samples were

removed fron the tria:cial cell and cut longitudinally. One-half of

the sanple was stored in noist condition for further study such as

electron microscope examination of its failure planes. The other half

was used to determine the final moisture content of the sanple

(Table 1).
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CHAPTER 4

TEST RESIJLTS OF OEDOMETER TESTS AND

CONSOLIDATED- DRATNED CO}{PRESSION TESTS

4.T INTRODUCTION

In the course of the present investigation into the appli-

cability of the linit-state concept to the Lake Agassiz lacustrine

cLay, consolidated-drained and r:ndrained tests, Ðd oedometer tests

Itlere carried out on samples recovered from 11.28 m to 11.66 n in bore-

holes 4 and 5 at the University of lvlanitoba campus (see Fig. 3.1).

This chapter presents the testing program and a detailed quantitative

presentation of the test results for oedometer tests and consolidated-

drained stress-controlled tests.

A considerable effort was made in the present study to

ninimize the disturbance during sanrpling and laboratory preparation

of sanples because the grain structure of a soil can have an important

influence on its strength and deformation behaviour (Crooks and Grahan,

L976; Leroueil and Tavenas, 1977). The tests were designed to investi-

gate several aspects of the linit-state concept and shearing behaviour

of the soil (see ürapter 1), Ðd to verify the conclusions of the

previous study by Noonan, (1980). The results have been exanined with

reference to the YITGIT rnodel (Tavenas and Lerouelr, 1977), and with

regard to the use of different components of stress tensor to define

the limit-state conditions.

Standard classification tests (Atterberg limits, specific
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gravity, natural moisture content, ffid hydroneter) were performed on

the trinnnings taken from the tria:cia1 compression samples. These are

listed along with sanpling depths and test types in Table 1. It is

considered that the consistency ljmits from tria.:cial trinrnings also

apply to oedometer samples because each oedometer sanple was trjrmed

from clay irnnediately adlacent to a triaxial sample.

4.2 TESTING PROGRA}4

The drained triaxial testing comprised the largest and most

important part of the investigation. With respect to preserving the

field structure of the clay, the first phase of rnost of the triaxial
compression tests were reconsolidation of the sample to its approximate

in-situ stress levels (Crooks and Gratrarn, L976), using the procedures

described in Chapter 3. (Samples T302 arñ T314 were consolidated along

an isotropic effective stress path). O¡rce the triaxial sarnples r,trere

reconsolidated to approxirnate in-situ stresses, the shape of the yield

envelope in (p', g) stress space was e>çlored by a series of stress

paths chosen to define limit-state stresses in various regions of the

stress space. Fig. 4.1 shows the proposed stress paths for the present

study and Fig. 4.2 shows the stress paths whichl,üere actually followed

during the investigation. The cornplete stress-strain results for the

draiaed, stress-controlled portion of this study are tabulated in Appen-

dix rrl and are shoun in Figs. 4.5 - 4.24 in this chapter. rn addition,

the triaxial consolidation results at the end of the drained portion of

tlre tests are suilmarízed in Table 4. The a>rial strains, 11, and the

volr¡netric strains, ev, for the drained portion of the tests were
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calculated using the original sample dimensions, and the record.ed.

drainage burette a¡d arcial dial gauge readings. Graphs of oi vs €1

and (or-o3) vs El are given in Figs. 4.5 - 4.8a and Figs. 4.9a - 4.Lz

respectively. Graphs of oå".vs ev are shor,r¡n in Fig. 4.gb and Figs.

4.L3 - 4.16. oj vs e, plots are presented in Fig. 4.9b and Figs. 4.rT -

4.Lg. Fina11y, graphs of strain 
"n"tgy* 

per unit volule (w) versus

Length of stress vector (tssÐt are shov¡r in Figs. 4.20 - 4.26. These

will be presented in more detail in Section 4.4.2.2.

The stress paths chosen for the present study can be divided

generally into the following categories:

1. T302, T3I4 (Figs. 4.5, 4.9a, 4.I3, 4.IT and 4.20)

- "rsotropic" effective stTess path. However, a small z kpa

excess axial stress was used to ensure constant contact

between the piston and the sample, so that the height

changes of the sample could be monitored at all times.

2. T505 (Figs. 4.5, 4.9a, 4.I5,- 4.I7 and 4.ZI)

Stress path of increasing effective octahedral normal

stress and constant shear stress of på (l-Ko).

3. T304, T315 (Figs. 4.9 , 4.9 and 4.24)

- Stress path of constant effective octahedral normal
.t+ZK

stress of p¿ L;Þ and increasing shear stress.

*
At_ a late stage in preparing this thesis it was realized that the t¡nitsof },ìtr - the strain energy pei"r:nit yoh¡ne - should be r,rritten as kilo
Joules per cubic metre, kJ/m'. The nunerical values do not change.

¿
'See Section 4. 4.2.I.
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4. T305, T316 (Figs. 4.8, 4.9 artd 4.24)

Stress path of decreasing effective octahedral normal

stress and increasing shear stress.

5. T307, T309 (Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.L0, 4.I4, 4.I7, 4.18 and

4.2L)

Stress path of increasing both effective octahedral

normal stress and shear stïess.

6. T308, T311, T3L2, T3L3 (Figs. 4.6, 4.7, 4.77, 4.I2, 4.I5,

4.16, 4.18, 4.L9, 4.22 and 4.23)

Approxfunate Ko - consolidation.

7. T317 (Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 5.7a)

Ani sotrop icaIly consol idated s train- control led drained

stress path.

8. T306, T310, T318, T319 (Figs. 4.25, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7b)

Anisotropically consolidated strain-controlled r¡rdrained

stress path.

It should.perhaps be erçlained here why test T301 was deleted frorn the

test program. Test T301 was trimned fron a block sample unused in

the previous study by Noonan (1980). The sample was from the blue clay

Tayer, but frorn a different depth than the present test series. The

author used T301 to practice trirmning, building-in, and testing

techniques before the actual test progr¿m was started.

The stress increments along each drained stress-controlled

stress path were equal in rnagnitude, and were initially chosen to give

4 to 6 stress points between the i¡-situ stress level and the limit-
state level predicted on the basis of the yield envelopes detennined
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by Noonan (1980) (see Fig. 4.1). The stress increments along the

stress paths for T302 and T505 were chosen on this basis, but it was

realized almost ilrmrediately that they were too large for the clay used

i¡ the present study (see Fig. 4.2). This will be discussed inmore

detail in section 4.4.2.2. Subsequently, the stress increments for
all renaining stress paths were chosen on the basis of 4-6 stress

increments before reaching the yield envelope determined by Baracos

et a1. (1980) (see Fig. 4.1).

some arxiety developed in the earlier work of Noonan (rgg0)

as to whether complete dissipation of excess porer^¡ater pressures (i.e.
consolidation) 'h/as occurring in Z4-hour period following the applica-

tion of each new stress increment. Noonan (1980) showed that at high

stresses, and load increments less than 1.4, there hras a reduced

tendency for the rate of volune change to decrease when plotted against

log(time). (see Noonan, 1980 Fig. s.11). This is contrary to the

traditional rS-shape' curve which is predicted by Terzaghi consolida-

tion theory when a sample has consolidated ful1y urder a load ilcrement.

He further speculated with reference to earlier work on the effects

of load duration and load increment ratio in one-dimensional consolida-

tion (Lo, 1961; Leonards et a1., 1964), that pore pïessure generation

and dissipation would not follow standard Terzaghi consolidation theory

in his tests because of the snal1 load i¡crement ratios applied. As

a consequence the voh.une change versus log time plot would not give

any indication of the end of the consolidation period, and there was

no I{Iay of differentiating between end of consolidation period and the

begiruring of creep. Based on their test results, Tavenas et al. (1978b)
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confirned that the relative importance of prfunary consolidation was

greatly diminished, and the observed behaviour was essentially repre-

sentative of secondary consolidation or creep, when the stress incre-

ment ratios r¡Iere less than 1. 3.

Previous investigators (for exanple Grahan, Ig74; Crooks and

Graham, 1976; Tavenas et a1., 1978b) have used the standard Z4-hour

load duration successfully in defining yield envelopes. The assunption

inherent in their work is that the najority of the strains occurring in

the first 24 hours are due to creep (not consolidation) and that the

najority of these movements occur during this 24-hour period. In view

of Noonan's work (1980), it was decided that the present study would

follow the sta¡rdard rnethodology used by Baracos et al . (1980) and

others, (for example Graham, L974; Crooks and Graham, 1976; Tavenas

et al., 1978b) where a standard Z4-hour load duration was applied.

Test T317 was restTessed to'in-situ stress 1eve1s and sheared

nnder dráined conciitions at an initial strain rate of about rT/day.

Tests T306 and T319 were consolidated to approximate in-situ stresses

and then put directly into r:ndrained shear in order to obtain informa-

tion on the undrained behaviour of the clay in-situ. Tests TS10 and

T318 were respectively consolidated anisotropically to high stresses

past yield; and to 1ow stresses before yield, and were then sheared to

failure under rndrained conditions. They provided additional stress-

strain information for the clay during tmdrained shearing. The un-

drained stress-strain results for this study will be presented in detail

in Chapter 5.
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4.3 ONE-DIMENSIOML CONSOLIDATION

In addition to the triaxial compression tests, four oedometer

tests were carried out using 63 nm arrd 76 nmr diameter samples to con-

finn the preconsolidation pressure for the blue clay at this depth.

The results of these tests are suilnarized in Table 2. The graphs of

e vs 1og oi and e vs o' are shorn¡n in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 respectively.

It{ore importantly, the preconsolidation pressures frorn these tests are

used for rnormalizing' the behaviour of samples from different depths

(Graham, 1974; Mesri, L975; Crooks and Grahan, 1976). This section

reports only the results of the oedometer tests.

Sarnples were tri¡med fron the same block sarnples used in the

triaxial compression portion of the testing program and were designated

by C301 to C304. All samples r^rere prepared such that the compressibi-

lity of the clay in the direction of the in-situ effective vertical

stress was measured. Trirrning and testing procedures r,'rere described

in Chapter 3.

Fig. 4.3 shows the e vs log o' curves for all four tests.

They showed quite clear changes in slope at the apparent preconsolida-

tion pressures p'. At p¿ the soil structure began to break down or

yield, and the compressibility and axial strain rates of the soil

increased significantly. 'Virgin" sections of the consolidation curyes

hrere very steep, with compression index values C. ranging from 0.94 to

1.10. These C values are listed in Table 2 and are similar to earlierc

values presented by Baracos et al . (1980). Other consolidation para-

meters such as cv, ilv, a.,, and k have not been calculated for these

tests because they are not fundarnental to this thesis study. They are
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all pressure-dependent parameters, and therefore not findamental soil

properties.

The values of p' were determined using the Casagra:rde con-

struction. Points of minimr¡n radius of curyature were difficult to

locate due to the rotmdness of the e vs 1og o' curves. In addition,

the virgia consolidation lines were slightly concave upwards, ild
cause some difficulty in estimating the values of p¿. The pl-values

are tabulated in Table 2.

In view of the d.iffículty of locating the point of minimwn

radius of curvature and determining p¿ using Casagrande construction,

graphs of e vs o' were plotted for all four oedometer tests (Fig. 4.4).

Values of p¿ are listed in Table 2, and are similar to values obtained

frorn the e vs 1og ol nlots. Further attention has been paid to curve-

fitting and interpretation of data like those shown in Figs. 4.5 - 4.4

in a Technical Note currently in preparation for submission to the

Canadian Geotechnical Journal by Graham, Pinlney, Lew and Trainor (1981),

(Appendix VJ.

All the graphs of e vs ol (fie. 4.4) revealed an initial
straight section of low compressibility of the clay which changed to a

higher compressibility at p¿. At high pressures, strain-hardening

behaviour was observed which night oç1ain the upwards concavity of the

virgin consolidation lines in the e vs log oi nlots. Yielding in this

case uuts defined by the intersection of the bi-ljnear plot which joined

the initial linear behaviour of the clay to the more compressible

behaviour after yield. The p¿ break is usually better defined by the

e vs o' curyes in Fig. 4.4 than by the e vs 1og o' curves in Fig. 4.3.
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The ror.rrded curve in Fig. 4.3 fot test T303 is possibly an

i¡dication of sanple disturbance. It is further noted that the sample

thiclcress for this test was less than 15 nrn. This is usually considered

inadequate for high quality research testing (Leonards and Girault,

1961). As a consequence, the value of p¿ obtained from test C301 will

not be used for normalizing purposes which will be discussed later in

this thesis.

To improve the quality of the oedometer test results, 76 mm

diameter consolidation rings and caps hlere specially made for this

study. Test C303 and C304 were performed on 76 nrn diameter sanples.

Samples hrere prepared using improved trinrning technique (see Section

3.3.1.2) and trilnned to at least 19 nnn in thiclsress. The e vs log o'

curves are shown in Fig. 4.3 and the results are tabulated in Table 2.

It is considered that the test results were improved significantly by

these inproved techniques. The curveS are less ror¡rded, and a more

distinct p' break can be obseryed. The pi values were 250 kPa and

245 kPa for tests C303 and C504 respectively. The corresponding com-

pression indexes were 1.10 and 1.05.

From the test curves of e vs o| and e vs log o;, the average

value of p¿ determined fron tests C302, C303 and C304 is 218 kPa. This

average value will be used in Chapter 6 for normalízing test results.

4.4 TRIAXIAL CONSOLIDATION

4.4.L Reconsglidation to In-Situ Stresses

The lfunit-state envelope of a clay is controlled by the in-

situ grain structure of a soil and by its post-depositional stress
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history. In order to examine the field behaviour of a soil, careful

laboratory reconsolidation to its approximate in-situ stresses is

mandatory (Graham, L974; and Crooks and Graham, L976). Stressing to

higher stresses changes the rneasured properties of the clay in a

significant way. The problem of deternining the in-situ effective

stresses of clays in the Wirmipeg area was discussed in Chapter 3.

For the samples in this study they were estimated to range from

116.9 kPa to 118.5 kPa. On the basis of the previous test program

(Baracos et al., 1980), a ratio of horizontal to vertical effective

stress during restressing was taken as 0.65. The estimated in-situ

stresses were applied in three equal increments, with at Least 24

hours between increments.

The stress-strain results of reconsolidating the sanples to

the estimated in-situ stresses are tabulated in Table 3. For samples

T303 to T3L3, the axial strains at in-situ stress levels were less

than 2.5% with the exception of T303, T306 and T307 where the alcial

strains were 2.98%, 3.32% and 2.7Leo respectively. The corresponding

lateral strains on restressing ranged frorn 0.22% to 0.66%. These

rtrere samples taken from borehole 4 in July, 1980.

The strains on restressing to in-situ stress levels were

rnuch snaller for the fresher, second series of sarnples, T315 to T319

which were taken from borehole 5 in January, 1981. The axial strains

to in-situ stresses ranged from 1.39% to I.75%. The lateral strains

to in-situ stresses hrere varied from 0.06% to 0.28%.

The amowrt of straining which occr¡rs during restressing is

in part a measure of the amowrt of sample disturbance. Crooks (1973)
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stated that axial strains below 2% at pj result when a snal1 degree of

disturbance occurs during sample preparation. He worked with less

plastic clays than the winnipeg clays in this study. with regards to

this statement, the axial strain of about 2.seo to pj for sarnples TS03

to T313 are not very good. on the other hand, the axial strain of

less than L.75eo to på for samp1esT515 toT319 may be the result of the

relatively short storage time prior to testing. In general, it should.

be noted that the axial strains to på are influenced by the stress

ratio used during restressing, and by changes in the clay during

storage.

4.4.2 Drained Compression Results

4.4.2.I Criteria for Defining Yield. Stresses

In order to examine the applicability of the linit-state
concept to the Lake Agassiz clays, reconsolidated sarnples were tested

t¡nder drained stress-controlled conditions along various stress paths.

The proposed and actual effective stress paths for this testing progïam

are shor,vn irr Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 respectively. The developrnent of

stresses and strains during each test is sr¡nnarized in tabular form in

Appendix III. Limit-state conditions were examined using a variety of

stress-strain relationships for a bi-linear behaviour which could be

used to distinguish pre-limit-state from post-limit-state behaviour.

stress-strain curves for these tests are presented ín Fig. 4.5 to

Fig. 4.19.

In previous studies (Grahan, 1974; Crooks and Grahan, 1976;

Tavenas et al., L977; Baracos et a1., 1980 a¡rd Noonan, 1980), yield
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or limit-state stresses r{Iere'identified by stress-strain criteria which

depended on the stress path of the test. clearly for example, no yield

stress can be obtained from a plot of (or-or) versus e, for a test

carried out at constant shear stTess, or from a plot of o'o"r veïsus êr,

from a test at constant octahedral normal stress. Yield stresses have

had to be defined in a ntrnber of ways depending on the stress paths in
question. rn general they have been taken as the intersection of

straight approximations of the initial stiff section and to the sub-

sequent rnore flexible response to applied loading. Baracos et a1.

(1980) and Noonan (1980) showed that limit-state in tests involving

generally increasilg shear stresses can be most easily defined by

plotting o' versus e-, whereas tests with increasing ce11 pressures
1l

required graphs of ot versus e3, or o'o"t versus ev. However, in the

case of a stress path between these thro extremes, no trnique stress-

strain criterion is best for defining the yield stresses.

In addition to using stress-strain plots to identify lirnit-
state, and following an earlier suggestion by Graham (197a), Tavenas

et al. .(1979) showed that the scalar, 'strain energy absorbed per unit

volune', plotted against octahedral normal stress can provide a useful

limit-state criterion, which is applicabre to all stress paths, except

those at constant o'o"r. Assuning a linear stress-strain relationship

between any two stress increments along a stress path, the total strain

energ'y absorbed per unit volune from in-situ stress leyels to the end

of each stress state is given by:
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r^r= r (,t"+-X'r(j+1) -,rr:)) * r(oåci*r>-*oåc')

j=1'M

By plotting the strai¡ energy absorbed per unit voltme, W, against

effective octahedral normal stress, all components of the strain tensor

were combined into a single linit-state criterion. Noonan (1980)

introduced a more find.anental stress term called oå".1., instead of

using o'". (as suggested by Tavenas et al., L979) , because there are

stress p"tr along which oå". it constalt. Along these stress paths

a plot of trV versus oå.t does not provide a useful limit-state criterion.

oå.ul"rt is found by srrmning the changes it oå""t"r between successive

stress levels. The value of oå""t"r at arLy stress level is the length

of the stress path on a plot of (q/2) versus pr. The chang" i. oå."1",

between two stress levels is given by:

Ao, ,---= ((Ap,)2+ L(s/z)z)L/2
scaJ.ar

It is noted that the oå""1", term is not a true 'scalar' quantity in

stress space. The tenn is used by Noonan (1980) to identify an enpiri-

cal parameter which has proved useful in defining limit-state.

It is for this reason that the author, following the idea of

Crooks (19S0), substituted for Noonan't oJ."l., an even rnore fundamen-

tal scalar quantity, 'LSSV' that is the Length of Stress Vector' LSSV

is the length of the stress vector in (pt, q) stress space' from in-situ

,3 
c )))
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calculatedstress levels to each

fron the e>pression:

successive stress state in turn. It is

LSSV =

j=1'N

Results have indicated that the w vs LSSV plot is applicable to all
stress paths. Graphs of w vs LSSV are presented in Figs. 4.20 - 4.26.

values of w and LSSV are tabulated in Appendix III. rn addition, the

author has used strain energy plotted against LSNV (i.e. the Length

of Strain Vector defined in the same way as LSSV), to determine lirnit-
state. Prelininary results showed that plots of w vs LSNV are not

useful. The values of LSNV and the algorithm for calculating it are

presented in Appendixes III and IV respectively.

A sirnple computer progran called Energy Calculation Program

uas developed by the author to calculate the strain eneïglr absorbed

by a triaxiaL cLay sanple during drained triaxial testing or undrained

shear; and the Length of stress vector (LSSV). Results are printed in
well-organízed, tabular form. Details of the progran and instruction

notes are given by Lew (1981), ffid are included in this thesis as

Appendix IV.

The renaining sections of Chapter 4 exanine the stress-strain

data for each test in turn to determi¡e their limit-state stresses.

,)* (oåc:r(("i,,, - ,:)' _ *. oå)
r/2
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4.4.2.2 Stress-Strain Results

In the course of exanining and defining the ljmit-state for

each stress path shown in Fig. 4.2, yíeLd points were identified where

possible using the following plots:

1. ol vs e,

2. (or-or) vs el

3. or vsEocË v

4. oj vs e,

5. trrI vs LSSV

Yield points are shoi,vn on each graph (Figs.4.5 - 4.26) and the yield

stresses defined fron the various plots aïe suûnarized in Table 5.

The results for the yield stress from the various plots have been

presented in Table 5 as the interpolated o'".. The range of possible

yield stress along each stress path is illustrated in Fig. 4.27.

As was pointed out earlier in Section 4.2, the stress in-

crements used along stress paths T302 and T303 (Fig. 4.2), predicted

on the basis of the yield envelope detennined by Noonan (1980), u/ere

too large for the clay used in the present study. Trainor (1981) has

performed oedorneter tests using samples fron the sane depth as Noonan

(1980), namely 8-10 n. His tests show an average pl value of about

400 kPa. However, for the present study at 11.5 n depth, the average

pf value for the clay is only 218 kPa (Tab1e 2). If the position of

yield envelope i¡r stress space is governed by the magnitude of precon-

solidation pressure as implied by the YLIGÍI nodel (Tavenas and Leroueil,

Lg77), the yield envelope for the clay in the present study should be
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situated closer to the in-situ stress revels in stress space, but
honothetic to the yield enverope determined by Noonan (19g0) (Fig. 4.r).
For this reason, it was decided that the stress increments for all
remaiaing stress paths would be chosen on the basis of the yield
envelope deterrnined by Baracos et a1. (1gg0) (see Fig. 4.r).

Tests T30zarñ T314 followed the isotropic stress path (Fig.

4.2), with a constant shear stress of about z kJa to ensure contact

between the piston and the sample during the test, so that height changes

of the sample could be nonitored. These isotropic stress paths were

designed to exami¡e the linit-state during isotropic consolidation. The

yield stress along the isotropic stress path is termed (nl)1ro (Tavenas

and Leroueil, Ig77).

To determine the linit-state condition along TS0z arú,T3r4,
all of the various available yield criteria were examined. rn this
case, aplot of (or-or) vs e, (Fig.4.9a) is linear andprovides no

infornation about limit-state. However, both o'". vs ev (Fig. 4.rs)
and oj vs Ê3 (Fig. 4.L7) plots aïe ïevealing. A distinct bilinear
behaviour can be identified, with the second section having a flatter
slope than the first. The yield stresses are indicated on the figures,
and the equivalent oå"t values at yield are given in Table 5.

A plot of oi vs el for these thro tests (Fig. 4.5) can be

interpreted in a bilinear nanner, but the yield stresses are not
well defined. rn contrast, the graphs }V vs LSSV (Fig. 4.20) show a

clear bi-linear behaviour which can be identified as yield. The range

of possible yield stresses along the stress path is shor¡rn in Fig. 4.27.

It should be pointed out specifically for tests Tj02 and TJ14 that the
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strain energy and LSSV are calculated starting from zero stresses.

This is different fron the procedure for samples that have been res-

tressed to in-situ stress levels (Appendix IV).

Test T303 followed a stress path of alnost constant princi-

pal stress difference of about 41 kPa after being restressed to the

in-situ stress levels. For this reason, the plot of (or-or) vs el

(Fig.4.9a) is linear and not useful. In this test, graphs of o, vs e1

(Fig. 4.5), oå.r ts e., (FiB. 4.L3), of vs e, (Fig. 4.77) and W vs LSSV

(Fig. 4.2L) indicate a distinct bilinear behaviour where yield stresses

are well defined (Fie. 4.27).

The stress paths followed by sanples T304, T305, T515 and

T316 are shown in Fig. 4.2. Samples T304 and T315 were consolidated

anisotropically to the in-situ stress levels and sheared at constant

octahedral norrnal stress of about 91 kPa. A S-day loading duration

was used for T315, instead of the standard 24-hour interval used for

most tests. Tests T305 and T316 had stress paths of decreasing octahe-

dral normal stress and increasing principal stress difference. Graphs

of oi vs el, oå"t vs Ê.rr o! vs er, (or-or) vs el and lV vs LSSV are

presented in Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.24. All these samples

failed abnrptly in drained shear. The interpretation of li¡nit-state

for these tests is difficult and requires a careful examination of

strain rate effects along these stress paths. This will be discussed

i¡ rnore detail in Chapter 6. However, usirrg (or-or) vs Ð1 plots, the

author has proposed ranges of possible yield stresses in terrns of

¡or-or) as shor¡¡n in Fig. 4.9a andFig. 4,27.

Fig. 4.2 shows that tests T307 and T309 followed a stress
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path in (p', q) stress space which has both effective octahedral

normal stress and principal stress difference increasing. Sample

T307 falLed abrr-rpt1-y after the application of the 7th stress increment,

whereas, sample T309 was still stable at the end of consolidation.

Stress-strain plots and graphs of lV vs LSSV are given in Figs. 4.5 -

4.6, Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.I4, Figs. 4.I7 - 4.18 and Ftg. 4.27. Distinct

bilinear behavíour which is defined as yielding in this thesis can be

observed on each of the stress-strain and W vs LSSV plots.

Sanples T308, T311, T3I2 and T313 were tested along the

approximate Ko - consolidation line given bV oi/ol = 0.65. T372 was

a S-day duration test with about 4 stress increments before yield,

v'¡lrereas, T313 is a Z4-hour duration test with about 12 stress incre-

ments to yield. On the other hand, T308 and T311 were standard 24-

hour tests with about 4 stress increments to yield. Together with

T304 and T315, these tests were designed to examine the effect of

load duration and load increment ratio on yielding. The test results

will be examined with reference to the YLIG{I nodel in Chapter 6.

Figs. 4.6 - 4.7 show the plots of oi vs el, for these tests.

Limit-state is easily defined by the intersection of two straight

sections of the test results. For T308 and T311, strain hardening

behaviour was observed after axial strains of about 14%. This type

of behaviour has been noted in the previous study by Baracos et al.

(1980) and Noona¡ (1980). Graphs of (or-or) vs er, oå"t vs err, and

W vs LSSV are shov¡n in Figs. 4.11 - 4.L2, Figs. 4.15 - 4.16 and Figs.

4.22 - 4.23 respectively. Distinct bilinear behaviour is obseryed

on each plot, followed by strain hardening behaviour at large strains.
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Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 show the plot of oj vs e3 for TS0g, T3Lr,

T3I2 and T313. The relationship between oj and e, does not indicate the

usual bilinear behaviour for most samples, but it does show that the

samples had yielded. These sanples compressed laterally as they were

loaded up to a certain pressure, ild then changed to lateral expansion

(or dilation) behaviour at higher pressure. stresses at which the

behaviour changed from compression to expansion (i.e. point of constant

radiaL straia, er) were taken as limit-states.

Sanple T3I7 was restressed to in-situ stress levels and then

sheared at about fd/ðay under drained condition. Tests Ts06, Ts10,

T318 and T319 were consolidated strain-controlled undrained. shear tests.
The stress-strai¡ results of these tests will be presented in detail in
chapter 5. Plots of w vs LSSV for Ts06, TSLT anð, Tj19 are shown in
Figs. 4.25 arñ 4.26.

On the basis of the limit-state stresses defined using various

yield criteria (Table 5) for this test program, it has been possible to

propose a L-day yield envelope for the blue clay at 11.5 rn depth. This

envelope is shoir,'n in Fig. 4.27. This yield envelope is slightly differ-
ent in shape from those identified by Baracos et al. (1980) and Noonan

(1980) as shor,vn in Fig . 4.L, but remains fairly synrnetrical about the

Ko - consolidation line. The nunber of tests performed, and the rela-
tively small scatter in the results, suggest that this is the best-

defined envelope rúrich has been identified to date in the Wirrnipeg clay.

The section of the yield envelope in the overconsolidated

region is difficult to define and requires the exami¡ation of the effect
of strain rate along the stress path. on the other hand., the yield'



envel'pe is well defined for stress paths with increasing
octahedral normal stress oå.t h the normally consolidated
Details of the yield envelope will be further discussed in
The results of the r¡ndrained portion of the triaxial tests
cribed in the following chapter.
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effective

region.

Chapter 6.

are des-
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CFIAPIER 5

RESTILTS OF IINDRAINED SHEAR TESTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Samples which had not failed during the drai¡ed stress-

controlled portion of the test were transferred to a 10 t strain-

controlled compression frarne for undrai¡ed shearing to rupture (Fig.

3.6). To ensure that the samples were fully saturated prior to shear-

ing, a back-pressure, usually in the order of 2I0 kpa, was applied in

the mar¡rer described in Chapter 3. Values of porewater pressure para-

meter B are tabulated in Table 6 for each test. Normalized undrained

stress-strain curves are presented in Figs. 5.1 - 5.7b. A sunnary of

the undrained test results is given in Table 6.

Llndrained shear tests provided information on several aspects

of the soilrs behaviour during shearing under undrained conditions.

They allowed the exarnination of stTess-strain and porehrater pïessure

generation characteristics of each sample. These include the pore-

water pressure parameter, Af, the strain-rate parameter, Þ0.1r and

the elastic modulus, E50. In addition, the undrained shear results

pennitted an evaluation of the normally consolidated Coulonb-Mohr

rupture envelope for the blue clay (Fig. 5.8). The failure stresses

fron the r¡rdrained tests on the overconsolidated sanples (Ts06, TslB

and T319) were used, i:r conjunction with the results from the drained

stress-controlled tests, to identify the yield envelope in the over-

consolidated region (Fie. 4.27).
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in more detail. A discussion of
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will present the urrdrained results

the results is given in Chapter 6.

5.2

5.2.L

I.]NDRAÏNED SHEARING RESIJLTS

Stress - Strain Relationship

The stress-strain conditions for each sample príor to un-

drained shearing are sunnarized in Table 4. Graphs of (or-or)/Zo¡",

oi/oi and Âu/oic versus el are shown in Figs. 5.1 - 5.7b. The effective

stress paths in (p', e) stress space are shown in Fig. 5.8 for each

test and the cornplete shear test results are sunnarized in Table 6.

For tests T302, T303 and T310, the stress-strain curyes (Figs. 5.1 -

5.3) appear broken and stepped. This is due to experimental procedures

used to investigate the strai¡-rate effect. This will be reported in

Section 5.2.5.

For those samples (T306, T319) in which the field structure

had been essentially preserued by anisotropic consolidation to the in-

situ stresses, i.e. CAU*, oi"/på = 1, the maximr¡n deviator stress Ìvas

attained at low axial strains. Values of (o1-or)r"* for T306 and T519

are 77.8 kPa and 107 .7 kPa respectively. Crooks Qg73) demonstrated

that the arnount of straining which occurs during restressing is in
part a measure of the amowrt of sanple disturbance, and axial strains

below 2% at pj result when a snall degree of disturbance occurs during

rt
The
{=

following abbreviations are
Anisotropic, I = Isotropic,

used in the thesis: C = Consolidated,
D = Drained, U = llndraj¡ed.
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sample preparation. with regard to this, it should be pointed out

that a axial strain of 3.32% (see Table 3) to pj for sample T306 is

not good, arrd possibly an indication of more disturbance than normal

during preparation. In contrast, the acial strain to på for sample

T319 is on1-y I.39%. Fig. 5.4 shows the stress-straj¡ behaviour during

tmdrained shearing for samples T30ó and T319. The stress-strain curve

of T319 rises quickly to the maximun deviator stress, drops abruptly

after reaching this peak, md eventually levels off at higher strains.

On the other hand, the stress-strain curye for T306 is rnore ror¡nded.

T306 and T319 reached the maximtm deviator stress at axial strai¡s of

2.82% and 1.6% respectively, while the naxjmun stress ratio occurred

at 2.82"¿ and I.33% a-:<ia1 strain.

Samples consolidated below the in-situ stresses also reached

the peak deviator stress at snall strain. Fig. 5.7b shows the stress-

strain behaviour of sample T318 which had been anisotropically consoli-

dated to 1ow stresses (Fig. 4.2). Soth the maximr¡n deviator stress and

the rnaximun stress ratio occurred at axial strains less than I.7s%.

Samples T308, T309 and T311 were anisotropically consolidated

well past linit-state stresses before being put into urdrained shearing.

The stress-strai¡ behaviour of these samples is shou¡n in Fig. s.s. The

deviator stress rises quickly to a peak value, and then gradually

decreases with increasing alcial strain. The i¡-situ grain structure

of these samples is completely modified in cAU tests with oi./på r t,
and the resulti¡tg laboratory-formed structure is without the reserye

resistance developed during overconsolidation in the field. As a

result, ¡(or-or)/2oi")r"* is reduced below the corresponding value from
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CAU tests with oi"/på = 1, (Table 6). However, the stress-strajn

behaviour of these normally consolidated sanples is more brittle, with

axial strains lower than 0.57% at maximr.un deviator stress (Fig. 5.5)

with the exception of T309 where naximr¡n deviator stress occurs at

1.88%. The rnaxim¡n stress ratio occurs at axial strains of 6.39%,

3.9I% and 6.9L% for samples T308, T309 and T311 respectively.

Fig. 5.6 shows the stress-strain behaviour of sample TS14

which is isotropically consolidated to high stresses. rn this test,

the deviator stress rises gradually to the maximtrn value at which point

it remains relatively constant for the rest of the test. sample TS14

reached the naximtrn deviator stress and. the maximr¡n stress ratio at an

axial strain of 9.73% and 12.77% respectively. rt can be seen that

CAU sanples (Figs. 5.4 - 5.5) have lower strains to maximr¡n deviator

stress than the cIU sarnple (Fig. 5.6). This is due to different con-

solidation histories.

Finally, Fig. 5.7a shor,vs the stress-strain curye of test

T317 which is a strain-controlled cAD test. The rnaximun deviator

stress and the rnaximr¡n stress ratio occur simultaneously at 3.37% axia1-

strain.

5.2.2 Effective Stress Paths

The effect of consolidation history on undrained shearing

behaviour is shown clearly by the effectiye stress paths during shear-

ing. Fig. 5.8 shows the effective stress paths plotted i¡ terms of

stress parameters, (or-or) and (ol+ZoÐ/3 for all r.urdrained shear

samples (Figs. 5.1- 5.7b). Porewater pressures generated during the
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initial stages of shearing in cAU samples with oi./v[ > l, are substan-

tially linear with respect to changes in total octahedral normal stress

(see Section 5.2.3 Fig. 5.I2a). As a result the effective stress paths

are almost linear up to a large percentage of the naximrm shear stress.

After this point shear strains begin to have a significant influence

on the porewater pressures and the stress paths nove sharply to the

left. For cru samples, the effective stress paths curve to the left
fron the outset because of higher porehrater pressures resulting from

the structural changes during reconsolidation. It is noted that sample

T303 behaves more like an isotropically consolidated sample, although

it has been restressed to in-situ stress levels. This is possibly

because sample T303 followed a stress path (Fig. 4.1) of increasing

octahedral normal stress at a constant principal stress difference,

which tends to produce a more isotropic structure.

The influence of overconsolidation is clearly demonstrated

by the effective stress paths of the cAU tests with oi"/på.1, namely

T318 and T319 (Fig. 5.8). The initial sections of these stress paths

are almost straight and cross the coulonb-lr¡lchr rupture envelope.

Because the porewater pressure decreases slightly after about 75% of

the shear strength has been applied, the stress paths curve to the

right before reaching the næci:rn¡n shear stress. After reaching this
peak stress, the samples tend to dilate on further straining. This is

accompanied by a decrease in porewater pressure, and the shear stress

drops abrupt1y, drawing the effective stress paths vertically doia,nward.

The non-tpical behaviour of sample T306 is thought to be due to

sample disturbance (see Section 5.2.L).
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using the undrained shear strengths of this test program

(Table 6) and the previous information from Noonan (19g0), a normally

consolidated Coulomb-Mohr envelope for the blue clay has been identi-
fied. Fig. 5.8 shows the failure enverope predicted on the basis of
(or-or) /2^^* criterion. The correlation coefficient of this line is
0.996. D,rring the process of 1i¡ear regression, five asst¡led data points

(0' 0) and an additional five data points (0, 5) in (p', e) space were

used. along with other measured undrained shear strengths to ensure that

the effective cohesion intercept lay between zero and 5 kPa. The effec-

tive angle of shearing resistance determined from this line is 17.50 and

the effective cohesion intercept is 4 kpa. This compares with a þ' value

of approximately 20o a¡rd an effective cohesion intercept of 2 kpa for
the 76 nrn dianeter sanples in previous study by Baracos et al. (1gg0).

5.2.3 Porewater Pressure Generation

The study of porewater pressure generation as a result of
loading is important because effective stress analyses require a

lnowledge of pore pressures before an estí¡nate of the stability of
earth structures such as embanlsnents can be nade.

The relationship between Au/oi" and e, for all the undrained

shear samples is given in Figs. 5.1 - 5.2b. porewater pressuïes during

undrained shearing (Figs. 5.1 - 5.9 and Figs. 5.s - s.6), rose quickly

during the period up to the nalcimrnn deviator stress after which they

rose more slowly. Porewatêr pressures in the overconsolidated samples,

with oi"/på s 1, tended ro fatl off after reaching the { (or-or)/zoi."}r"*

(see Figs. 5.4 and 5.7b), with the exception of T306. Changes in strain-
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ïate are seen to influence the porewater pressures (Figs. s.l - 5.3),

but only in a minor r{ray.

The porewater pressure parameter A = au/L(or-or) (skempton,

1954), designated 'Ar' for failure conditions, is often used in
practice. values of A¡, for the i¡ndrained. tests are tabulated in
Table 6. Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 show the relationship of A, plotted

against (1/oic) (see Baracos et al., 1980) and overconsolidation

ratio respectively. The values of A, for overconsolidated samples

range between 0.22 and 0.67. For normally consolidated CAU sanples

and cIU samples, the values of A, range from 0.T to 1.1s and 1.1ó to

1.59 respectively. The value of the A, pararneter depends to a large

extent on the stress history of the soil and particularly on the

degree of overconsolidation. These results will be further discussed.

in the following chapter.

The previous study by Baracos et a1. (19g0) revealed. that
a linear relationship exists between the change in porewater pressure

and the change in total octahedral normal stress in the initial stages

of testing. Figs. 5.11 - 5.12 show the normalized values of Âu/oi"

versus Âoo"r/o|" for all undrained strain-controlled tests. For over-

consolidated sarnples (i.e. oj,"/på < 1) where the in-situ grain struc-

ture is essentially preserved, the relationship is approximately

linear up to a high percentage of the maximtrn shear stress. The

graäients 
.of 

the linear section, m, are sursnarized in Table 6 and are

in the range L.27 - L.gz. Thereafter the porewater pressures are

more significantly affected by yielding of the grain structure and

the relationship becomes distinctly non-linear. The same behaviour
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is observed in normally consolidated CAU sanples, olc/p¿ t 1, except

that the slopes of the linear relationships are greater than those

obtained from overconsolidated sanples. In both cases, the initial
response in porewater pressure changes, Âu, is greater than the

changes in total octahedral normal stress. This contrasts with the

previously observed behaviour by Graham (1969, rg74) in lightly over-

consolidated sensitive clays where, overconsolidation resulted in pore-

v'ater pressure changes less than the changes in total octahedral

normal stress. This once again reflects the highly compressible

nature of the winnipeg cray. once the structure of the clay begins

to respond nonlinearly, however, the behaviour is very different in
the two ðases. overconsolidated samples produce strongly decreasing

porewater pressures, whereas normally consolidated samples give

increasing porewater pressures.

For CIU samples (Fie. 5.12b), the relationship of au/oi"

versus Lo---/oi is curvilinear and the porewater pressures are con-oct' Ic
siderably higher than in cAU tests. Note that the scales are signifi-
cantly different in Figs. 5.I2a and 5.LZb.

The cause of the non-typical behaviour in sample T306 (Fig.

5.11) is tmlcror,,,n. The axial strain to på is 3.32% which is considered

high (Crooks, 1973). It should be pointed out that a slickenside

surface was observed in this sanple. The clay for this study is highly

anisotropic and heterogeneous with rnany silt-sized inclusions. Fig.

5.13 shows a tpical example of the sanples used.
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5.2.4 tElasticr Parameters

The r¡se of finite element analysis for predicting stresses

and deformation prior to local failure requires the measurement of

elastic or 'pseudo-elastic' parameters in laboratory testing programs.

In the present study, the non-linearity of the (or-or) vs el curves

from triaxial compression tests has been approxinated by a secant

modulus ErO frorn the end of consolidation to 50% of the reserye

resistance (Grahan, 1974). Values of ErO have been normalized by

dividing by the indrained strength sr, = (or-or)/2*"* to give what is

l,rrou¡n as the relative stiffness, Er'/s.r. Table 6 surmarizes aLI values

of ErO and Er'/s,r. The results vary considerably with test type, and

show significant scatter.

Fig. 5.14 shows a plot of relative stiffness versus over-

consolidation ratio (OCR) for the undrained tests. No clear relation-

ship is obserued, but a general conclusion can be drav¡n that yalues

fron CAU samples are generally sonewhat higher than the corresponding

values fron CIU samples. Relative stiffness ïanges from 183 - 361 MPa

for CAU sarnples and between 168 - 25L MPa for CIU sanples.

5.2.5 Strain Rate Effect

Bjerrun, Clausen and Drncan (1972) have drawn attention to

the large variations inundrained shear strength (or-or) /2^"* i,"hich

acconpany changes in straining rate during the testing of carefully

sampled natural clays. Crooks and Gratram (1976) demonstrated that

an arcial strain-rate effect is important for Belfast soft clays. In

the present study, the strain-rate effect was examined by tr{¡o
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procedures. The first was to step-change the rate of testing periodi_
carly during the course of a single test and. then piece together the
resulting stress-strain curve, as shown in Fig. s.l - 5.3, (Richardson

and I'vhitman, 1g6i). A second method was the 'relaxation, procedure

described by Kenney (1966) which involves switching off the compression

machine motor at a given strain, and then taking readings of stress and

strain with tine. Írrhen the motor is stopped the sample continues to
strain at a continuously decreasing rate due to the stored energy in
the proving ring. The strain-rate effect can be represented by a para_

meter 00.1, which gives the percentage change in shearing resistance
produced by a tenfold change in strain rate, referred to the shearing

resistance at a strain rate of O.I%/hour.

In this testing program, the strain-rate effect was investi-
gated using samples Ts02, T303 and T310, as showr in Figs. 5.1 - s.s.
Values of p0., along with the average axial strain during the relaxation
period, ep' are given in Table 6. These yalues are consistently higher
than values frorn the previous study by Noonan (19g0), and range from

7I% to I2-2%. One possible e>planation is that the relaxation tests
for the present study were performed at alcial strains closer to the

failure strains (that is, e, at (or-or)**), ffid therefore show higher
strain-rate effects. This agrees with the earlier work by crooks (7973)

which showed that strain-rate effect decreases with increasing axial
strains. The average trndrained strength versus the axial strain-rate,
from relaxation test ðata, is shown in Fig. 5.1S.

The effect on the stress-strain behaviour of step-changing

the strain-rate has already been indicated in Figs. 5.1 - 5.i. The
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curves of (or-or)/zo¡" versus axial strain have been reconstructed

approxirnately for each strain rate and projected to the strain at
r.r¡lrich the relaxation tests were performed. values of (or-or)/z have

been plotted agaìnst the corresponding strai¡-rate in Fig. s.15.

A1so, values of p0., have been calculated at different axial strains
and are sumnarized in Table 7. Fron these results, two general con-

clusions can be drawn. The oo., values determined by step-changing

tests are approximatery 11 to 12 percent, and are comparable to

values obtained fron the relaxation tests. secondly, the po., value

seems to decrease with increasing axial strains (see T310 in Table 7).

Similar results have been reported by Graham (1969), and Crooks (rg73).

Previous work sr¡runarized by Graham (1979) has suggested that
the oo.1 parameter is related to the plasticity index of a clay. The

value of p'.l versus plasticity index for these tests has been plotted

along with other data fron Graharn (1979) and is shor^¡n in Fig. s.16.

This data suggests that no simpre relationship exists between go.,

and Ip
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CFIAPTER 6

DÏSCUSSION OF REST'LTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous studies by Baracos et a1. (19s0) and Noonan

(1980) showed that the l{innipeg clays have an in-situ graia structure
which governs its initial stress-strain response to applied stresses.
Tentative yield envelopes were identified for clays at different depths
(Fig' 6'i). The purpose of the present research was to further inves-
tigate the concept of yielding as it applies to the lviruripeg clays.
In general, the test results reported in this thesis sustain the
previous interpretations .

Yield envelopes have been found for a nt¡nber of natural clays.
iiJith the exception of the work on Belfast estuarine clays (crooks and

Grahan, L976), most limit-state studies have been involved with sensi-
tive and cemented clays (Mitchell , rg70; Graham, 1974; Tavenas and.

Leroueil, 1977), and represent the extreme examples of the effect of
grain structure. Because of the 10w sensitivity of the wiruripeg clays,
the extension of the lfunit-state concept to include these clays is a

significant step towards verifying the concept of yielding to all
natural c1ays.

The present study was specifically designed to examine the
limit-state for the blue cray at 11.5 m depth. The yield envelope

identified in this test progran is shovm in Fig. 4.27 anð, Fig. 6.1.
rn this chapter, results will be compared with those of the previous
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studies (Baracos et al., 1980; Noonan, 19g0); and exarnined with

reference to the YLIGIT rnodel (Tavenas and Lerouerr, rg77). In addi-

tion, strain energy as a yielding criterion is also investigated.

6.2 DRAINED COMPRESSION BEFTAVIOIJR

6.2.I Interpreting yield Stresses

As described in section 4.4.2.1, the major problen in deter-

nining the yield envelope of a clay is to establish a criterion by

which the li¡nit-state stresses can be identified. The present study

has involved the acquisition and interpretation of data such as

those shor,rn in Figs. 4.s - 4.26. yielding along various stress paths

(Fig. 4.2) was interpreted in a nunber of ways. rn general, yield
stresses have been taken as the intersection of straight approximations

of the initial stiff section and to the subsequent more flexible re-
sponse to applied stresses. Fig. 6.2 shows the various yield criteria
for defining limit-state in Test T312 which was tested along the

approximate Ko - consolidation lÍne (Fig. 4.2). rn this case, limit-
state stresses were well defined in all five plots. With the exception

of oj vs e, plot (see section 4.4.2.2), d.istinct bilinear behaviour

is observed in each p1ot. Table 5 shows that the limit-state stresses

are rather similar, although there is some variation in the values

found by the different criteria. Tavenas et a1. (1979) suggested

that the limit-state stresses defined by the various strain components

are frequently not identical. similar observations were reported by

Crooks (1973)

Tab1e 5 reveals that all fíve of the yield criteria were
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useful in defining limit-state for stress paths which generally had.

increasing effective octahedral normal stress and principal stress

difference. For stress paths which had oi and oj increasing at about

the same tate, at least four of the five criteria were useful. However,

the limit-state along stress paths in the overconsolidated region is
nore difficult to define. These include Tests Tso4, Ti05, T3l5 and

T316 (Fig. 4.27) which failed abruptly after the apptication of the

last stress increment. Graphs of various stress-strain relationships

and hl vs LSSV are presented in Figs. 4.9 - 4,9. It is thought that
the nagnitude of the load increments used had a considerable effect
on the observed behaviour of these samples. A careful exanination of
the strain rates in the sth ard 6th stress increments in Test TS12

(Fig. 6.3) shows clearly that the sarnple is in fact accelerating towards

failure at the final stress level, Ðd that the strain rate parameter,

00.1, rnay be applicable. Fig. 6.3 shows that for the first four load

increments, the axial strain ïate, êr, averaged over the S-day loading

interval I4Ias essentially constant. For the fifth increment the 5-day

average strain rate (point 6) was rather higher. After the 6th in-
crement was added the strain-rate decreased for the first two hours

(points 7, 8 and 9), but then accelerated to nrpture (point 10).

Informal discussion with Dr. Grahan suggested that the sample had in
fact begr:n to yield at low strain rates during the fifth increment,

and that the extra shearing resistance shor,r¡n in the sixth increment

sirnply reflected the influence of the strain rate parameter, p0.1. It
is interesting to note that if points are joined. which represent in
the fifth and sixth incrernents, the shearing resistance and strain-rate
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in the same time interval after loading (for example points l, T; 2,9;
5' 8), then the strength increase corresponds to an average go., value

of about 13%. This is sinilar to the average value obtained from re-
laxation tests on strain-controlled undrained sanples. rt is appre-

ciated that this discussion is speculative and is inadequately proved

by the present series of tests. The author reconrnends further testing
in the future.

Noonan (1980) used an empirical graphical bilinear curye-

fitting procedure for detennining yield stresses. It was subsequently

the subject of some further discussion and study. The question is
whether the procedure is rational, repeatable, and free from the influ-
ence of the person using it. It was suggested that the use of mini-
computer and automatic curve-fitting techniques r,yould reduce personal

i¡fluences, and therefore provid.e more rational, repeatable results.
rn view of its attractiveness for computer application, a

sinple bilinear curve-fitting program hras developed by pinlcrey (19g0).

Leong (1981) has investigated the potential of using this bilinear
curve-fitting program to data like those shoum in Figs. 4.20 - 4.26.
The curve-fitting process was automatic once the basic data had been

read into the computer. The program worked well with most sets of
test data, ¿rnd it appeared that a reliable, impersonal procedure had

been developed. It was possible to proceed trustingly from the
tabulated laboratory ðata, to a nr¡nerical prediction of yield stresses
without visually examining the detailed shape of the stress-strain
curve or exercising discretionary iudgement. Grahan et al. (19g1)

advise against this procedure in a Technical Note currentry in
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preparation for submission to the Canadian Geotechnical Journal (Appen-

dix V). It is always necessary to be fu11y ah¡are of the general shape

of the stress-strain relationship which is being fitted. The present

study has returned to Noonan's practice of graphical curve-fitting.
Fig. 6.4 shows a representative graph of w vs LSSV in which

discretionary judgement is necessary to define the limit-state. This

is test data from TJ13 of the present study. The data poiats have

been shown as open circles in the initial and final linear sections,

and as solid circles i¡ the transition section. As prograilmed, the

conputer cannot exercise judgement to identify the data points on the

transition section, and fits two straight lines through all the data

points as shown by the d.ashed lines. If discretionary judgement is
used then the solid poiats are ignored and the curve-fitting is shovun

by solid lines in the figure. The two estimates of the limit-state
condition can be significantly different.

Fina11y, graphs of oi vs er a¡rd w vs LSSV which have been

plotted in tenns of 'engineering' strain and 'natural' strain are

shovn ia Fig. 6.5. rt can be seen that the slope of the straight line
section after yield (or at large strain) can be significantly different.
Although all stress-strain data presented in this thesis is in terms

of engineering strai¡, the author recognizes that plotting in terms of
natural strain can be usefu1 in sorne ci-rcr¡nstances. Graham et al. (1gg1)

show that the upward concavity of the virgin consolidation line in one-

dimensional consolidation can be reduced. somewhat by plotting in terms

of natural strain rather than engineering strain.
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6.2.2 Yie1d Envelopes

The range of limit-state stresses defined by various yield

criteria (Table 5) were illustrated on the stress path of each test,

and joined to form a yield envelope in (p', g) space (Fig. 4.27),

inside which smal1 strain behaviour applies, md outside which nore

compressible, larger strain conditions apply.

With regard to finding the li¡nit-state envelope for an ur-

disturbed natural clay (that is, the locus of yield points in a (p', g)

plane at constant e), it should be pointed out that an assunption in-

herent in all previous work is that the i¡-situ voids ratio of the clay

does not change significantly prior to the cLay reaching the limit-
state envelope corresponding to its in-situ voids ratio. If, however,

voids ratio changes occur and are more significant along certai¡ stress

paths than others, the yield envelope defined by drained stress probing

would be skewed to the constant e-plane lirnit-state envelope.

The yield envelope established in this study and the yield

envelopes determined in previous studies by Baracos et al. (1980) and

Noonan (1980) are shor,r¡n in Fig. 6.1. Although the present yield

envelope is slightly different in shape from those identified in

earlier studíes, the nature of this envelope nay be compared with the

details of the YLIG{I model described ìn chapter 2. considering the

nunber of tests performed, ffid the quality of the test results, it
can be argued that this is the best-defined envelope which has been

identified thus far i¡ lVinnipeg c1ay.

The )1,IGIX model proposes that the limit-state envelope of

a natural clay has a shape rdrich is approximately elliptical, and
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centered on the Ko - consolidation line of the normally consolidated

cIay. Based on a noflnally consolidated, effective angle of shearing

resistanc€, ô' , of L7.5o and Ko = 0.9 (l-sino') (Jaþ, Lg44; Tavenas et
aL., L977), a Ko - consolidation line has been shov¡n in Fig. 6.1. This

yield envelope is fairly synrnetrical about the Ko - consolidation line,
but the shape is somewhat seni-circular rather tha¡r elliptical.

The yield envelope in this study is fot¡nd to be fairly homo-

thetic (that is, geometricalry similar) to the yield envelopes at
different depths that were previously defined by Baracos et al. (1gg0)

from a preliminary test series, Ðd by Noonan (19g0) (Fig. 6.1). This

tends to support the YLIGII nodel which states that the limit-state
envelopes at different depths are all honothetic.

The YLIGHT nodel also states that the position of the lfunit-
state envelope in stress space is governed by the nagnitude of the

preconsolidation pressure, pl. rn this regard, the yLTGIT nodel lj¡ks
the linit-state envelope defined by d.rained, tïiaxial stress probing,

to the preconsolidation pressure defined by one-dimensional consolida-

tion tests. According to the YLIGIT model, the pj line* should just
jntersect the Ko - consolidation li¡e at the lirnit-state envelope for
the clay at that depth (see Fig. z.Ð. Based. on the oedometer test
results for this study (Table 2), the pi line is shown in Fig. 6.1 for
an average value of p¿ of 218 kPa for the clay at 11.5 n. This p' line

&

A_line representing al1 the possible states ofof the oedometer sanple at its preconsolidation
extreme values of oi which are possible, namely

stress in (p', g) space
pressure, iacluding the
o; = p¿, aûd oi = 0.
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intersects the Ko- consolidation line slightly outside the yield

envelope identified in this study. rn addition, it is noted that the

ratio of (p.,l"rt)rno ao (ni)iro (see Fig.2.I) is berween 1.4 and 1.5.

Similar results in the range 1.4 to 1.8 have been reported by Leroueil

and Tavenas (1977).

An important consideration in the YLIG{I model is the

influence of strain rate on the lfunit-state envelope. Tavenas and

Leroueil (1977) were the first to recognize that the strain rate effects

need to be considered in the determination of the linit-state of a

natural cLay. They proposed that a reduction of the rate of loading or

an increase in the duration of load will lead to a reduction of not only

the oedoneter pl value, but of the entire limit-state envelope.

In this study, the effects of strain rate were investigated

along various stress paths. The results are presented in Fig. 6.6. In

cID tests (see T302 and T314 in Fig. 4.27), average oj", lield stresses

were 156 kPa and 150 kPa for tests taking 4 days and 8 days to yield

respectively. Along the approximate Ko - consolidation line, sanple

T311 was tested using L-day load duration, and a S-day load duration

wasused for sarple T3L2. Areduction of average oj". Iield stresses

from 151 kPa (4 days to yield) to I44 kpa (20 days to yietd) was

observed. sinilarly, T304 and T315 were tested using r-cey and 5-day

load duration respectively. The range of possible yield stïesses are

shown in Fig. 6.6. Additional results on strain-ïate effects were

obtained by r:ndrained, strain-controlled tests. After applying an

average strain-rate correction to nake the r-r¡rdrained results more com-

parable with the duration and the strai¡-rates in the stress-controlled
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tests, (that it, po. , = Lreo), these undrained strength were plotted. in
Fig. 6.6. Based on these results, the displacenent of the yield envelope

towards reduced preconsolidation pressure and shear strength is clearly
defined, and agrees with the ytIG{I rnodel.

6.2.3 Nonnalized yield Envelope

Crooks (1973, 1980) showed that the yield stresses when nor-

nalized with respect to pl form a unique envelope, which d.emonstrates

the dependence of yield behaviour on overconsolidation. Because of the

uncertainty regarding the variation with depth of the preconsolidation

pressure pl, Baracos et al. (1980) had difficulty norrnalizing their
results rtr:ith på fron different depths in Winnipeg.

The present study has placed considerable effort on improving

the techniques for oedometer testing in the thriversity of ¡vfanitoba. The

quality of the results has improved significantly (see section 4.3).
Trainor (1981) has also performed oedometer testing on samples from

various depths fron the site of the Physical Education Building on the

lhiversity of ltdanitoba campus. The distribution of p¿ with depth frorn

both test programs is shor,vn in Fig. 6.7. This figure also includes the
pl values froin Ko - consolidation triæcial tests.

Yield envelopes which have been identified to date in Wiruripeg

cray at different depths were shor,vn in Fig. 6.1. rf the yield stresses

used to determine these yield envelopes aïe norrnalized with the appïo-

priate value of p¿ fron their respective depths (Fig. 6.7), a probable

zone of yield can be identified in norrnaLized (p', q) space as shor^¡¡r in
Fig. 6.8. This normaLízed yield envelope is the first to be presented for
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the Lake Agassiz clay, and perhaps only the third or fourth in the

literature. I¡rhile there is sorne scatter in the data, the shape of this

normalized yield envelope is approximately elliptical and synrnetric

about the K^ - 1i¡e. It is also interesting to note that the ratio ofo

pi to (fi)rro is about 1.6 which is the average value for 23 natural

clays reported by Tavenas and Leroueil (1979).

6.2.4 Strain Energy as a Yielding Criterion

There are some stress paths along which the oi", vs sv plot is

not useful for identifying the limit-state condition. In these cases,

Crooks a¡rd Graham (1976) suggested using components of the stress tensor

other than ol_^. They also pointed out that strain energy is a goodoct
yield criterion in corurection with the concept of limit-state. They

noted that the lfunit-state corresponds to a discontiauity of the re-

lationships between stress and strain energy absorbed per unit volume,

and that contours of the total strain energy developed along various

stress paths assume shapes similar to those of the limit-state surfaces.

consequently, they were led to suggest the existence of a threshold

energ-y leve1 which defined the limit-state, ffid was independent of the

stress path.

After proposing the YLIGIT rnodel, Tavenas et a1. (1979)

decided to investigate this hypothesis of a correlation between the

strain energy and limit-state. They examined the use of strain energy

as a limit-state and creep criterion in Leda c1ay. They found that the

strain energy could be used to define the limit-state envelope because

a clear discontinuity exists in the energy-stress relationship along
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all stress paths in their studies, except when the effective octahedral

normal stress is constant. However, their study did not find a disti¡ct
threshold energy at which all samples reached limit-state, as was

proposed by Grahan (L974). Their results showed that strain energy

is a functioh of the stress state at the limit-state. rn addition,

they demonstrated that straia energy is also a good indicator for the

creep behaviour of overconsolidated clays. In particular, the rate of

dissipation of the strain energy was shown to depend essentially on the

relative position of the applied effective creep stresses to the linit-
state surface of the cLay.

In this study, strain energy as a yielding criterion is
further investigated in lriiruripeg clays. Following an idea by crooks

(1980), the author has used the relationship of strain energy versus

Length of Stress Vector to examine the limit-state along various stress

paths. Graphs of w vs LSSV were presented in Figs. 4.20 - 4.26. Test

results show that strain energy provides a useful yielding criterion
drich is independent of stress path. Clear disconti¡uities were obseryed

i¡ all W vs LSSV plots, where limit-state is clearly defined. Anisotro-

pically consolidated drai¡ed, and r:ndrained, strain-controlled test

sanples tend to give lower strain energy at yield (Figs. 4.zs - 4.26).

Following careful exanination of the strain energy at limit-
state' it can be stated that all samples reached lfunit-state at different

strain energy depending on stress paths. It is of interest to note that

sanple T316 which followed â stress path of decreasing oåct and in-

creasing (or-or), had a negative strain energy at yield (Figs. 4.2 anð,

4.24). This is an example where the sarnple feeds out its energ'y to the
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surrounding as it tends to swell. For this reason, the authoï supports

the view of Tavenas et a1. (1978b) that there is no threshold energy ar

the yield. envelope, and that the strai¡ eneïgy at yield is stress path

dependent.

6.3

6.3.r

T]NDRATNED SHEARING BEFI,AViOUR

llndrained Shear Slrength

sanples which had not failed during the drai¡ed, stress-

controlled portion of the testing program were sheared to rupture in
r¡ndrained conditions. The undrained shear results weïe presented in
chapter 5. The results show that there is a difference in shearing

behaviour between isotropically and anisotropically consolidated

sanples because of different consolidation histories. The difference

in behaviour is evident in the strains required to attain (or-or)/z^^*.

The failure strai¡, €f, was greater in CIU test than in CAU tests (see

Fig. s.s - s.6).

Samples which were anisotropically consolidated with oi"/på r t,
gave lower values of ((or-or)/2oi)^"* th* cAU samptes with oi./nj = 1.

This is because the reserve resistance of the grain structure, developed.

during overconsolidation in the field is exceeded during the consolida-

tion stage of the former tests. Furthermore, values of relative stiff-
ness, E50/t.r, obtained from cAU samples are generally sonewhat higher

than the corresponding values from CIU samples (Fig. 5.14).

The relationship between (or-or)/Z*"* urd oj.. (or pi) for
consolidated-undrained tests in winnipeg clays is given in Fig. 6.g.

It can be approxirnated fairly well by a straight line passing through
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the origin with slope r,r/oi" = 0.22. Fig. 6.10 shows a plot of normar-
ized undrai¡red shear strength versus plasticity index which has been
prepared by combining data of this study with that in recent papers by
Trak et al' (1980) and Larsson (1980). usiag the usALS nethod. (Lefebrrre,
1980), Trak et al. (1990) demonstrated that the average value of
s,r(usALS) /of" for clays fron Quebec is o.zz. Based on data obtained
from reported failures of embanlsnents, foundations and large-scale load-
ing tests, Larsson (19g0) showed that there is a trend. of increasing
nonnalized undrained shear strength with increasing plasticity, except
for the organic clays for which the trend. is uncertain. He further
pointed out that the relation s., = 0.zz ol" corresponds to an average
for all the clays, but will overestimate the undrained shear strength
in very low-plastic clays and underestimate in high-plastic clays. rt
is of interest to note that a value of s,r/oi. = 0.ZZ for the Winnipeg
clays is comparable to the average value reported by Larsson (19g0) and
Trak et al. (1980).

6.3.2

A normally consoridated coulonb-Mohr enverope for the blue
clay has been identified on the basis of (or-or)/z^r*failure criterion
(Fig. 5.8), using the undrained shear strength of this test program and
results from Noonan (1980). The effective angle of shearing resistance,
0t, is 17.50 and the effective cohesion intercept, c,, is 4 kpa. The

failure envelope predicted using (ojloj)r"* criterion, which is not
presented in this thesis, is similar to the one pred.icted on the basis
of (or-or) / 2^"* criterion.
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The effective stress paths for the overconsolidated sanples

(that is, T306, Tslg, T319) are plotted along with the coulomb_Mohr

envelope in Fig. s.8. rt is of interest to note that the post-peak

strengths (that is, the 'usAl,s' strengths) of these samples are close

to the failure envelope. rt should be pointed out that the post_peak

strengths for Test T318 and T319 were taken at axial strains of about

42 (see Figs. 5.4 and 5.7b) which is considered rather too sma1l in
other clays (Lefebvre, 1990). However, Fig. 5 of Baracos et al. (19g0)

showed that after reaching the peak strengths at axial strains of about

2%, the shearing resistance of overconsolidated samples in Winnipeg

clay decreased sharply with further straining to axial strains of about

4%, atrd then leve11ed off to approximately constant shearing resistance.
on this basis, the results of this study tend to agree with the work of
Lefebwe (1980) on Charnplain Sea cLay.

6.3.3

rt was noted in Figs. 5.5 - 5.6 that cru sanple produced a

higher normalized pore pressure increase, ¡ri/oi., than cAU sarnples. rt
was further observed that there v/as a considerable difference in the
effective stress paths fo¡ sarnples with different consolidation his-
tories (Fig. 5.8). This was caused by differences in porewater pressure

generation.

skempton's (195a) parameter 'A' is one of the most wid.ery

known and used porewater pressure parameters, and is Imown to be con_

siderably affected by stress history. Henkel (1956) showed that the
A-value at failuru (Af), is highly d.epend.ent on the overconsolidation
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ratio in general. Crooks (L973) confirmed this for the Belfast estuarine
c1ays.

Fig. 5.10 showed the variation of A, with overconsolidation

ratio for the Winnipeg clays. Also included in that figure are results
obtained by Henkel (1956) and crooks (197J) for remoutded. wealð" clay,
and Belfast estuarine clay at the Kinnegar and. Holywood sites respec-

tively. The variation of A, with ocR fron the present study follows
the expected pattern, that is the value of A, decreases with increasing
degree of overconsolidation. However, the A, values for hrinnipeg clays
are consistently higher than results obtained by Henkel (195ó) and

crooks (L973). Furthennore as Noonan (19g0) also discovered, values

of At greater than r:nity can be measured in the larinnipeg clays (Table 6).
This is quite t¡nusual. This can be contributed to the high compressi-

bility of the üIiruripeg clay (Table z). values of A, published in the
literature seldom exceed 1.0.

rn previous studies by Baracos et al. (19g0) and Noonan (1gg0),

At values were plotted against G/oI) because of some r,'rcertainty
associated with the measured oedoneter pi values. A plot of A, versus

(t/oi") is presented in Fig. s.9. The results support the trend. pro-
posed by Baracos et al. (1980).

Fig. 6.11 shows the relationship between the porewater pressure

parameter, Af, and the stress ratio, oi"/oi", at the end of consolid.ation

before r¡ndrained shear. These results show that as the stress ratio
during consolidation increases from about 0.63 to 1.0, the A, values also

increase. This is an indication that the porewater pressure generation

during wrdrai¡ed shearing is closely related to the in-situ grain
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structure of the soil. It is further noted that normally consolidated

samples generate higher pore pressure than oveïconsolidated samples

during undrained shear. Therefore, it can be argued that careful
anisotropic reconsolidation of samples using stress ratio in the same

order of magnitude as those i¡ the field, hence preserving the grain
structure, is practically mandatory if porewater pressures are to be

predicted accurately. similar results have been reported by crooks

(Le73) .
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS A¡¡D SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARO]

7.L CONCLUSIONS

1. Drained stress-controlled tests confinn the earlier con-

clusions from previous studies by Baracos et al. (1gg0) and Noonan

(1980) that a limit-state can be determined at which a distinct change

takes place from an initial "sma11-strain" behaviour to a subsequent
rrlarge-strain" behaviour. The limit-state is controlled by the in-situ
grain structure of the cray, and by stress-history effects (Fig. 6.1).

'2- rn the present study, a well defined yield envelope was

identified for the Lake Agassiz cray at 11.5 n depth (Fig. 4.27). This

envelope supports the YLIGIT model concept proposed by Tavenas and

Leroueil (Ig77) for Champlaj¡ Sea cIay. The results show clearly that
the yield envelope is displaced towards reduced preconsolidation

pressure and shear strength as the load duration increases, that is
with decreasing strain rate (Fig. 6.ó). This again agrees with the

YLIGIT node1.

3. A lirnited zone of yielding can be identified in normal-

ized (p', e) space when the yield stresses used to determine the yield
envelopes at various depths are norîaLized by dividing by appropriate

pf values (Fig. 6.8). That is, yield envelopes from different depths

are homothetic, Ðd can be normalized with respect to p¿.

4- Strain energ'y absorbed per unit volune provides a useful

limit-state criterion which is not stress path d.epend.ent and includes
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all components of the strain tensor. Strai¡r energy per unit voh¡le

[W) should be plotted against Length of Stress Vector (LSSV) to

generalize its applicability to any stress path.

5. The present study supports the view of Tavenas et al.

(1978b) that there is no threshold energy at the yield envelope, ild
that the strain energy at yield is stress path dependent.

6. Based on the (or-or)/2_"* failure criterion, the normally

consolidated Coulomb-Mohr strength parameters, c' and Ot weïe 4 kpa and

17.So respectively, for the blue clay (Fig. S.S)

7. The quality of the one-dimensional consolidation results

has been improved significantLy by using improved oedometer sanple

preparation and testing techniques (see Section 4.3).

8. Stress leve1s and stress ratio during laboratory recon-

solidation influence strongly the behaviour of samples during subsequent

shearing, particularly with respect to stress-strai¡ behaviour and pore-

water pressure generation. careful field sanpling, storage and sanple

preparation techniques rnust be adopted if the in-situ grain stnrcture

of the soil is to be preserved, ffid its properties are to be measured.

Anisotropic reconsolidation to in-situ stresses is reconrnended where

possible.

9. In samples which have been anisotropically consolidated,

porehrater pressures in the laboratory are greater than, and linearly

proportional to, octahedral normal stress changes up to a high percent-

age of the naxi:m¡n shear stress (Figs. 5.11 - S.IZa).

10. The porewater pressure parameter, A¡, depends strongly

on the consolidation stress ratio a¡rd the degree of overconsolidation
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(Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 6.11).

11. The shear strength determined from strain-controlled

tests depends on the rate of straining. For example, a tenfold change

in strain-rate in Winnipeg clays produces a change in u:rdrained strength

of between LI% arñ LZ% (Fig. 5.15).

7.2

1. The tíme-dependent aspects of the YLIGIT model on

yielding has been investigated in this study (Fig. 6.6), using drained

stress-controlled tests. Although preliminary results show that the
yield envelope shrinks inwards with time, the author reconunends further
testing to confirm the general validity of the concept in Lake Agassiz

cLay.

2. Tine effects on the preconsolidation pressure, pl, shoutd

be examined by meaJls of non-standard oedometer tests like those peï-
formed by Tavenas et a1. GTTT). The procedure involves step-load.ing

oedometer samples (say 6 samples) in one incrernent to predetermined

stress levels, ranging from about s/+ pj to stresses higher than pi.
The development of vertical strains is monitored for a period of at
least 30 days. The tests should be done t¡nder temperature controlled
conditions. This would allow the plotting of the e vs oi curves for
the clay at various times. The effect of tfune on p¿ could be observed

from these curyes.

3. strain-controlled oedometer testing (Bel1, rg77) shourd

also be used to investigate the strain rate effects on p'. The proce_

dure would be similar to the step-changing test i¡ triaxial testing. It
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involves varying the strain-rate during the course of a single test,
and subsequent piecing together the stress-strain curyes for d.ifferent
strain-rates.

4. As described in section 6.2.L, the limit-state in the

overconsolidated region is difficult to define and requires a careful
examination of the strain-rate effects. The author suggests using CAU

strain-controlled tests at various strain-rates to examine the effect
of time on the overconsolidated branch of the yield envelope. This

would provide another me¿uts of verifying the strain-rate effects from

relaxation tests.

5. The low stress strength envelope shov¿n by Baracos et al.
(1980) has not been investigated in the present study. rt is knov¿n

qualitatively in wiruripeg, that Lake Agassiz clay often fails in
embarrlsnents, riverbanks and excayations at strengths significantly
lower than 'þeak strengths, but higher than "residual" strengths.

Further research on the low stress enveJ_ope is reconrnended, using

strain-controlled cAU tests on rurdisturbed samples, fu1ly softened

sanples, and sarnples which have been subjected to freeze-thaw degrad.a-

tion.

6. It would also be of great interest to further examine

the r.u-rdrained strength at large strains in Lake Agassiz clay using

the USALS nethod described by Lefebwe (19g0), ffid by irnplication by

Rivard and Lu (1978).

7. After the last paragraphs were written, the author had

the benefit of discussions with Dr. J.B. Burland, Imperial co11ege,

London. or the basis of those discussions, the author proposes that
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further attention should be paid to the anisotrop y arrd elasticity of
the soil before yield. prelininary exanination suggests that the Bulk
lvlodulus K is largely ind.ependent of stress path. Further work should
be done to examine this in detail, and also the nature of the shear
I4¡dulus G. Any result which suggests the uniqueness of the Burk and
shear Moduli before yield has major significance in terms of the
elasticity of the cLay.
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TABLE I BASIC SOIL PROPERTIES

Test Ìl¡Dbe¡ T302 T303 T304 1J0S T506 T307 T308 T309 T310

lest lÞe crD(rf) cÆGD cAD cAD CÁl' CAD CAD(U) c{D(rrj o{lj

brelple lù¡¡ber 144414444

8lock Saple ltunber óó666ó667

Þptf¡ (¡n) 11.58 11.58 11.58 11.58 11.38 11.38 11.38 11.38 11.56

Initial I'bisture
Oont€nt (t) s8.5 62.8 63.1 ó3.8 60.2 60.6 59.9 59.8 63.1

Fi¡al l¡bist¡re
cmtenr (t) 17.0 4ó.6 ó4.3 63.9 56.0 53.8 46.2 45.4 S0.7

tiquid tir¡it (l) 81.8

Plastic Linit (t) 26.8

Plesticity lldex (t) 55. 0

Clay Contørt (l) 7Z 7I

Specific GÏavity 2.7t

thit rÊisht (¡dvns) 16.1 16.1 16.1 16.1 16.4 t6.2 16.1 16.3 16.4

lest lù.nber 1311 'Ist? T313 1J14 131s T316 1317 T318 T31e

Test ÎÞe cåD(tf) cAD CAD CrD(U) CÆ) CAD C,AD CAU CAIJ

Sorelple lù.Éer 444455555

Block S¡,lTle l{uùer 7775S55S5

Þptå (n) 11.56 11.56 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.57 11.37 11.37

Initisl l,bisù.re
cotenr (l) ó0.5 59.0 61.3 6?,.t 56.1 54.9 56.4 60.5 58.2

Fi.rlål l.bisü¡rê
cø¡tent (t) 39.2 16.4 50.0 42.5 60.4 5S.8 58.6 61.9 60.9

tiquid tinit (t) 82.4 86.4 - 78.8 85.0

Plastic Linit (t) 25.3 27.3 - 25.0 28.1

Plasticity l¡dex (f) s7.r 59. I 53.8 56.9

O¡y oútãrt (t) 73 77 7I 76

Ðccific &avity 2.72 2.72

thlt rbight 0*/"3) tó.| 16.5 1ó.1 16.3 16.5 t7.0 1ó.1 16.5 16.4

- Not obtained for this test



TABLE 2 ONE-DTMENSIONAL CONSOLTDATION TEST RESULTS

Test Nt¡nber

Borehole Nunber

Block Sample l,lunber

Depth (m)

p' obta j-ned
c

ni obtained
**

from

from

voids ratio vs.

voids ratio vs.

loq o' plot- v-
o' plotv-

I

oo
(¡¡

I



Test I'l[nber

I
eå GPe)

TABLE 3

orå 
GPe)

onl Gna)

T305 T304

ni" o.n"¡

118.5 118.5 118.5 116.9 11ó.9

TRTAXTAL CONSOLTDATTON RESULTS FOR

RESTRESSÏNG TO IN-STTU STRESSES

ori/ni

118.9 119.3 118.7 116.7 t17.L

130s T306 T307 T308 T309 T31l

ni/ot;

77.2 77.6 77.0 7s.7

2r8 2r8 2r8 2L8 2r8 2r8 2L8 218 zL} 218 2r8 218 218 zr8

1.0 1.01 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.83 1.83 1.84 1.87 1.86 1.86 1.87 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.86

ori/ori

etc (t)

83" (t)

0.6s 0.6s 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.6s 0.65 0.65 0.6s 0.65 0.6s 0.6s

2.s8 2.t1

e ftìvc

*
Based on G.W.T. at 3

**
From one-dimensional

116.9 116.9 118.3

76.1

tt7.2 116.7 118.3

3.65 3.41 3.06 3.76 3.42 3.3S 3.æ 3.36 3.24 3.18 2.22 1.70 2,06 1.51

0.34 0.66 0-40 0.22 0.36 0.44 0.42 0.s3 0.55 0.50 0.28 0.0E 0.16 0.0ó

76.s 75.6 76.7 76.9 76.6 7?.L 76.8 76.7 ?6.0

T3l2 T3l3 T5l5 T316 1317

118.3 118.3 118.4

118.5 118.2 118.7

metres âñd ys"t = L7 .5 kNr/m3

consolidation tests (see Table 2)

118.4 118.4 116.9

118.3 118.2 116.9

1319

I

ooè
I



od (rPa)

TABLE 4

o¡å/orå

118.5 118.5 118.5 118.5

444.0 442.8 ló1.7 134.4 LL6.7 211.ó 404.7 420.4

442.t 400.8 só.3

rsocf rsos# t¡oot rsoz# TsoB

TRïAXTAL CONSOLTD4,TïON RESULTS AT THE END

oF STRESS-CONTBqLLED TESTTNG

0.996 0.995 0.35

Based on G.t{.T. at 3 metr
** 

!{.T. at 3 metres 
".d ysat = 17.5 LNrr*3

pl = 218 kpa (see Table Z,)-c
#sample failed in drained shear at the varue shown
+'Sample consolidated to in-situ stresses only

8.31 11.95 4.9s

L7.33 18.17 3.99

116.9 11ó.9 116.9 116.9 118.3 118.3 118.3 118.4

-0.48 -0.52 0.22

102.3 2s6.3 314.2 378.6 189.5 289.9 587.3 53.5

lt.18 20.73 14.11 26.15 tz.o

-1.88 -1.40 L.20

rstzt tsts# Tir4

594.2 295.9 447,8 588.ó 166.0 66.8

17.93 16.51 21.99 L2.20 L2.64 20.33 z.LZ

-2.08 0.10

tstsr rstor rstzt t:tgt

118.4 118.4 118.4 116.9

t6.76 9.02

0.998 0.32

-0.82 -4.89 0.16

-1..L0 2.06

I

oo
(Jr

I



(or-or) vs e,

TABLE 5

oå"t 
"" 

t"

ol vs e,

YIELD STRESSES FROM DIF'FERENT

Note: The yield (or limit-state) stresses
terms of oå"t along the stress path
points marked by #

#Yi.la stress in terms of (or-or)
*Not included in averaging
tstrain-controlled 

CAD test

9B-105.4t gz-Bs.zi Lzg

T307 T308 T309 T311 T3I2 T3l3 T3t4

126 rsz rs4 r53 14s rss rgor

130 152 ló0 ßz 142 152 lso

YIELD CRTTERIA

I22 148 160 149 143 148 15s

presented in this
for the test, ririth

loz-to6f sz.6-59, 104-llóf

table have been put in
the except,ion of data

I

æ
o\
I
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TABLE 6 SUMI.4ARY OF UNDR.ATNED SHEAR TEST R.ESULTS

*"
Based on G.W.T. at 3 metres "nd 

y"at 17.5 kN/m'
**pr = 218 kPa

- Assumed to be satisfactory
tltvalues obtained by extrapolaÈion from stress-strain curve

x Not obtained for the test

lest Nrnber T302 T303 1306 T308 T309 1310 T311 ïtr4 T3l8 T319

lest Iþe crD(rr) cAD(rr) cAU cAD(rf) cAD(u) cAU CAD(tr) CrD(rÐ cAU CAU

Borelple lù.mber 4444414455
Block Sanple l{inber 6666677sss
Dept¡ (n) 11.58 11.58 11.38 11.38 11.38 tl.Só 11.s6 11.s7 11.37 LL.s7

ni GPa) 118.5 118.5 116.9 116.9 11ó.9 11E.5 118.3 118.4 116.9 lló.e

oi" GPa) 441.0 442.8 L16.7 404.7 420.4 301.7 594.2 588.6 40.3 116.9

oå"/oi. 0.996 0.995 0.ó5 0.ó3 0.75 0.70 0.64 0.998 0.65 0.ós

oi./På 3.75 3.74 1.0 3.46 3.60 2.55 5.02 4.97 0.34 1.0
atai./pi 2.04 2.0s 0.54 1.86 t.92 1.38 2.73 2.70 0.18 0.s4

(o1-o3)/2rar GPa) go; Bsf 3g.9 94.1 83.s 68.9 130.6 r0r.2 s6.s s3.8

(or-or)/2oi" 
-, o.lgt 0.rc2f 0.333 o.zsz 0.199 o.zzg 0.219 o.r7z 0.907 0.460

ol". at (or-o3)/zu¡ CkIàJ z6s] zso'Ì z6.s zgs.4 2g7.g zog.z 127.1 292.6 J9.ó g7.7

e, at (or-or)/2 -_ (t) x x 2.82 0.57 1.88 1.13 0.SS 9.13 t.7S 1.6

(qi/oå)r!¡ x x 2.54 1.91 1.78 2.18 1.85 2.00 6.2r S.t7

e, at (oiloi)rr, (r) x x 2.82 6.39 3.91 4.17 6.91 t2.77 L.Zz l.Is
E5o G,aa) 18.1 2L.3 9.9 21.5 30.2 24.I 43.6 lZ.0 8.3 e.B

Eso/@L-o)12-_ 230 251 254 260 3ó1 550 S34 168 zzs 18s

Af l.ló f.2E 0.67 0.70 1.13 0.87 0.7S t.Sg O,Zz 0.36

B (t) 100 98 98 - t02 100 99 100

r . 6u/Aolct x x 1.67 1.92 1.86 1.86 l.ZS x L.27 1.ó

Po.r "t tp t,2.211.7xxx11.0xxxx

eo (t) 3.S81.2lxxx5.35xxxx

Inltial Strain nate
Ër (t/hr)

0.95 1.O 0.93 1.11 l.OZ 0.99 t.lg 0.96 0.E7 0.89



TABLE 7 VALUES OF STRATN RATE PARÀMETER

eL G)

Po.l "t "1 P")

VARTOUS

po.t 
"t e, (%)

po.l 
"t e, (%)

AXIAL STRATNS

- Not calculated at this strain

LZ.7 11.5

p0.1 FOR

9.5 10.5 11 IZ 15.5

I

oo
oo

I
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FIG. 3:1 SITE PLAN AltD LocATroN oF BoREHOLES
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TRIAXIAI SET-UP DURING DRAINED STRSSS-

CONTROLLED TESTS
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FIG. 3.6 TRIAXTA], SET-UP DURTNG CONSOTIDATED-UNDRATTi¡ED

SHEAR TESTS
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APPENDIX I

SA},ÍPLE TRIMMTNG 4\ID BUILDING-IN PROCEDTJRES
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SAT,IPLE TRI}MING AND BUTTD]NG-IN PROCEDTJRES

1. Prepare deaired water. Deair all water. Deair the filter stone
in its holder. Deair the cel1 pedestal.

2. A^roughly cut sample should be ready (bottom end should be squared
off).

3. Place the base plate of the trinrning equipment loosely on the cell
base with the cutting cylinder in posi{ion on the upright.

4. Adjust until the cutting cylinder is accurately centered over the
pedestal.

5. Attach the tri¡rnning table to the base plate.

6. Place the roughly cut sample on the tri:nning table so that it lies
within the projection of the cutting cylindér for its full length.

7 . Force the cutting -cylinder (cutting edge down) slowly into the
clay to a depth of slightly less than the fu1l length of the
cutting edge.

8. Remove the excess cl,ay outside the cutting edge using a piece of
cutting wire (or a sharp knife)

NOTE: Particular attention must be paid to avoid undercutting the
leading edge.

9. using the technique described above, the cutting cylinder is
gradually pushed in steps towards the tri:nming tabie.

10. collect two moisture content samples (one from near the top and
one near the bottom).

11. collect the renainder of the tri¡rnings in a tare (or plastic bag)for standard classification tests.

L2. continue the tri¡mning pro^cess until approximately 1 crn of clay
protrudes fron the top of the cutting-êylinder.

L3. Rernove the cutting cylinder from the upright.

NOTE: support the soil in the cylinder with care and place
(cutting edge down) on a glass plate.

14. Trim off the excess clay from the non-cutting edge of the
cylinder.
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15. rnvert the cylindef and carefully press the roading cap approxi-
mately,l_crn into the bottom of the cyrinder. The cla¡is-then
trimned flush with the cutting edge of the cylinder.

16. Rernove the top loading cap, clean the cutting cylinder, and weigh
it with the wet clay.

17 . Place the cutting cylinder (cutting edge dovun) on a glass plate
and attach the saturated filterstone and its holder io the- top
of the cutting cylinder.

NorE: care should be taken to ensure that the filter stone
remains saturated during this process - use an extra
spacer, and deair whole assenbly beforehand.

18. Rernove the tri¡rming platform and form a meniscus of water on the
pedestal.

19. slide the two pieces gf split clainp to the bottom of the uprights.

NOTE: This step is important, and should not be forgotten.

20. Invert the cutting cylinder (filter stone and its holder on
bottom), place on the uprights and slide dov¡r the uprights to thepedestal. llnclanp the filter stone fron its holder.

2r. Place the top loading cap, its holder and the top clamp in the
uprights.

22. secure the clamp in place and lower the top loading cap tmtil
contact is nade with the top of the sanple.

23. secure the top_loading cap in this position by tightening the
center screr{r o^f the clamp and then carefully slide the cutting
cylinder and filter stone holder up the uprights t¡ntil they are
about 8 cn clear of the top loading cap and secure in this-
position.

24. Briag the split clamp up from the bottom of
clanp in place just above the loading cap.

the uprights and

NOTE: At this stage, the sanple is standing on the pedestal base
with its top supported.

25. Remove the top clamp and the cutting cylinder fron the uprights.

26. Measure the height and dianeter of the sanple and record on data
shget 1. (see Noonan, 1980)

27. Grease the side of the pedestal
thin layer of silicone stopcock

and the top loading cap with a
grease.
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28. Provide lateral.drains -by applying saturated filter strips longi_tudinally around the circtrnfèrênce of the sample.

NOTE: Care rmrst be taken to ensure that the filter strips over-
1ap the filter stone at the bottom of thé ,rneiã.--

29. Put one rubber rnernbrane on the membrane stretcher along with fiveo-rings on the bottorn half of the stretcher.

30. Place the menbrane stTetcher on the uprights and. lock in position
above the split clarnp. place the top clã*p on the uprighis tolock the top cap irr plaôe.

31. Lhrlock and lower the split clanp below the sample.

32- Lower the menbrane stretcher and place the first membrane overthe sample with one o-ring at the botton just below the filter
stone.

33- Raise the nembrane stretcher above the sample and lock in place.slide the split clamp above the sample and'lock the top -aþ.

34. Remove the rnembrane stretcher and the top clanp from the uprights.
35. Itlith the fi¡s! membrane_on, water is passed. through the pedestal

from one of the ped-estal drainage burèttes. Ventíng between thetoP cap and the membrane allows the region between lhe membrane
and the sample to become saturated

NOTE: Care should be taken to ensure that most of the air bubbles
between the sample and the first membrane are eliminated.

36. ApPly a Layer of silicone oil to the outside of the first membrane
and-using the same procedures as in step 29-s2, put a second
membrane over the sample.

37. Place 4 additional o-rings on the sanple.

NorE: (') 
Iilu?¡ä':ä åä".flï: :il3: fïi:'lf;å ffig:î:fË
was placed earlier in step 52.

the
which

(2) care must be taken not to pinqh the sarnple when rolli¡rg
the sealing rings onto the pedestal and the loadirrg e

cap.

38. After placing the second rnernbra¡re and its o-rings, the membrane
stretcher is secured above the-sarnple-so that tñe split clamp canbe brought above the sample a¡rd toèked in place.
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39. Remove the top clamp and the mernbrane stretcher. Remove the three
top.cap screhrs carefully. Slacken the clamping Screr^rs in thesplit clamp, and raise the top cap holder. -Reðlamp.

40. Remove the base plate_plus the split clanp and the top cap holdercarefully as a unit, leaving the sample free-standing'on th"
pedestal.

4L. Fit the cell top to the cell base carefully and screw dor^¡n.

NOTE: Care rnust be taken to ensure the loading piston
and out of the way, and the bushing aii_% lines
the bushing.

42. Lower the loading piston until contact is made with the sample and
then lock the piston in place to provide support for the sa:npre.

43. Fill the cett with deaired water to a leve1 just above the top cap.
Rmp a layer of engine oil about z to s cm tÍiick into the cell
through cor¡rection in the top of the cel1.

44. Conti¡ue to fill the cell through the cell base until some of the
enging oi1 begins to come out the top connection whích is then
sealed off.

45. Remove the air- trapped in the pedestal and. drajnage leads bypassing water between two burettes attached to thõ pedestal
drainage 1eads.

is
up

clamped
with

(1) This is accomplished by establishing a gradient between
the two burettes and alternately flushiñg in one
direction or the other.

(2) The process is continued until flushing produces no
more air bubbles, ild all air bubbles árè removed from
the drainage lines.

46. seal off the dr-ainage lead which does not have a pressure trans-ducer. Leave the other open and set the hrater lei¡el in this
burette to the nid-height of the sample.

NOTE:

NOTE: AdditionaLry, a drainage lead and burette is attached to
the ce1l pressure transducer connection. The water levelin this burette is also set at nid-height of the sample.

47. Attach the rotating bush drive coupling and place the torque arm
against the thrust post.

48. Zero the vertical dial gauge. place the ball bearing and the
loading hanger in position on top of the loading pision.
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49. The sanple is now ready for its first load increment.

50. Finally, the trinrni¡rg equiprnent should be cleaned and lightly
oiled with silicone oil and set aside for the next sanple.
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APPENDIX ]I

TRIAXIAT TEST PROGRAT4

Data Preparation Instnrctions

(FREE-FORMAT VERSTON)
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Forrnat

Integer

Integer

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

The FORTRAlri program TRIAXIAT TEST will reduce the data

collected from Consolidated Llndrained Triaxial Tests. Details of the
input and output infonnation are described.. A listing of the program

and an exanple showiag the output format are given.

The program is written in I\IATFIV and "Free Format,' input is
used. Input should be presented in the order shou¡n below as Integer

or Rea1. Real nunber data require decimal points. Data should be

separated by conrnas, or at least two spaces.

The order of the input infonnation is as follows:

Card Type

1. JSAlvtp Sample No.

NHOLE Hole No.

TDPTIIM Depth of Sarnple (Top)

BDPIIIM tepifr of Sarnple (Botton)

2. SHGfIT{

SVOLM

SAREAT,I

RDILOM

Sanple Height after Consolidation

Sample Voltrne after Consolidation

Sanple Area after Consolidation

Initial Dial Reading



Card Type

3. AA Scale factor for dial gauges

read in r¡nits of 0.01 mm

(1) AA = 1.0 for dial gauges

in trnits of 0.01 rrn

(2) AA is positive for dial

decreasing readings for

(3) AA is negative for dial

increasing readings for
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Format

Real

g1vlng

compression

giving

compression

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

ïnteger

Integer

Integer

Note:

CLOANM

PFCTRM

APÏSTM

COMXM

PCONPM

PI4IPOM

Note:

JDATES

JDATEE

not

read

gauges

sample

gauges

sample

4. Constant Load (Dead Load)

Proving Ring Factor

Piston Area

Consolidation Axial Stress

Pre -consolidation Stress

Initial Porewater Pressure

Counting Index (Total No. of points

in test series)

Test points for Relaxation Test

should not be included

Starting Date of Shear Test

Ending Date of Shear Test

5.

M6.



Card Type

8.
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Format

Integer

Real

Real

Real

Real

Integer

JTIME

RDIAT

PRING

PI4IP

CELLPR

JPT

Note:

Control Cards

Note: (1)

Tine when reading is taken

Dial Reading

Proving Ring Reading

Porewater Pressure during Shear

Ce1l Pressure

Point where reading is taken

(1) If (PWP) is negative

- Relaxation Test

Q) I.f (PWP) is positive

9.

- Consolidated Undrained Triaxial Test

Integer

For a single set of data, the

control cards are as follows:

(Program Card Deck)

(Data Cards)

(-1 0 0 0 0 0) indicates end of data pack

( 0 ) prints calculated results
( 0 ) searches for new data

(-1 0 0 0 ) stopsprogran

(2) For nultiple sets of data, the

control cards are as follows:

Note:



(Program Card Deck)

(Data Cards)

(-100000)
(0 )

(0 )

(Data Cards)

(-10000
(o
(o
(-1000

- 160

indicates end of data pack

prints calculated results

searches for new data

0) indicates end of data pack

) prints calculated results

) searches for new data

) stops program

OUTPTIT INFORMATION

1. The program will first print out the

ðata, i.e.,

Sample No.

Hole No.

Depth of Sanple (Top)

Depth of Sanple (Botton)

Sample Height after Consolidation

Sample Volune after Consolidation

Sample Area after Consolidation

following input

JSAli{P

NHOLE

TDPTHM

BDPITII4

SHG{IT\4

SVOLM

SAREAM



Dead Load

Proving Ring Factor

Piston Area

Initial Dial Reading

Starting Date of Shear Test

Ending Date of Shear Test

Consolidation Axial Stress

Pre - consolidation Fressure

Normalizing Stress

2. PRINTOUT OF RESIJLTS

(i) The Calculated Results are printed

well organized table which consists
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CLOADM

PFCTRM

APISTTU

RDILOM

JDATES

JDATEE

CONÐO

PCONPM

)c{R}4SM

in a form of a

of the following:

Point where reading is taken

Time when reading is taken

Dial Reading

Proving Ring Reading

Porewater Pressure during Shear

Percent (%) Strain

Effective Axial Stress (Eff. Sigma 1.)

Effective Cel1 Pressure (Eff. Signa 3.)

Flalf Deviator Stress

Deviator Stress

JPT

JTIN{E

RDIAL

PRING

PI,IIPRM

PCSTR

EFSTRM

ECELPM

HDVSTR

DVSTRM
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Effective Normal Octahedral Stress OCTSTM

Effective Principal Stress Ratio RATIO

Porewater Pressure parameter A

(ii) A table which consists of Normalized stresses is
also printed, i.e.,

Normalized Half Deviator Stress HDVSTN

Normalized Deviator Stress DEVSNM

Normalized Effective Normal OCTSM4

Octahedral Stress

Normalízed change in porewater pressure DCTOM4
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OPERATIOML PROCEDTJRE

The program is written in WATFIV and can be operated on the

systen currently in operation at the sth Floor computer Terminal,

Engineering Building, tlniversity of lrbnitoba. The control cards are

as follows:

/ / jobnanel .log 'Ðouryyyy , ,L=z rT=Lg ,C=þ,co=lr , ruseïnamer

(Note )0oü denotes the users' 4-digit accor¡nt nrunber,

and YYYY their security code).

/ / FÆC WATFIV

//SYSIN DD *

$JOg WATFIV usern¿rme,NOEIC

(PROGRAN4 CARD DECK)

$svrny

(DATA CARDS)

/*

l¡¿oir*o 8 characters cornnencing with a letter
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CONCLUSION

A FORTRAI{ program has been developed for computer in use at
[lniversity of Manitoba in 1981, which will reduce the raw data corlected.

from Consolidated tlndrained Triaxial Test. The calculated results are

printed in tabular form.
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EFFECTTVE ÑORT'ÀL OClIHEDRÀL STPESS

L

PCONPIT
PCSIR
PC STR N

PFClRI!
9Rr!{G
PI{P
PTPOE
P'rlPF rl

= PRE-CONSOLIDÀIIO!¡ SlRESS
= PEBCENT (Í) STRÀrN
= PERCENT (f) SlRÀrI
= PROVfNG Rlt{c FåCîOR
= PFOVfNG RfNG ReADING
= POFEHÀTER PFSssI'RE DT'RTNG sHEÀP
= INTTTÀ,L PORF¡.ÀTER PREsSURE
= PoREIIÀTER PFESSURE DTTRING SHEÀR

= EFFE3TIVE pFINCfpÀL STRESS FÀTfo
= DIÀL READING
= TI¡ITTÀL DI.IL REÀDrNG

= SÀltPLE ABEA ÀFTER CONSOLfDÀTIOr¡
= SÀIIPLE HETGHl ÀFTER co-ì¡SotrDÀTIoI¡
= ÀXIÀL STR.qIN
= TolÀL ÀXIAL STRESS ( Srcür 1 )= SÀTPLE VOLUI{E ÀFTEP coNsolrDÀ?IoN

= DEPT¡l OF SttpLE (TOp)

= ÀXTÀL STFgSS II¡CR8ÀS E DUF TO CHAIIGE II{ CELL PRTSST]R3
= ÀXfÀL LOÀD
= t{ORüÀLf ZI Nc STRESS

E RÀTT1
C 8DIÀL
: RD I LO¡'
c

SÀPEE!!
SHGHTII
slRÀr¡t
sT p SSrl
S VOLT

L

: TÐ PTH II

t(

XLOÀD
x¡iP I sï

2
3
4
5
6
1
I
9

1C
11

3 Y = NXIAL SIFSSS DUE IO PROVTNG Ar{G ÀND DEãD LCÀDS :c-
C******+tl*:l*+*****¡tri***¡l*:l***'F****'¡r**t¡r**tt*,¡'t***¡È't*:r***r¡:t***t,t*¡**t¡r,È*******.**!

c
: STÀFT REÀDING IN ESSE!ÛTTAL INFORI,ÀITONI = == = ==== == ========== = = =========== =ã=== ==

Drn?ltsroil rlTI_(!gl-l SrRÀTN (9Ct , pcslRN (91) , DEvsltr ( 90) , A ( ec) ,
_ 
l ccTS!¡lt (90) ,DLÎUNü (90) ,EDVjT[ (90)

1 e9lD,JS.q!{p,l{HoLErTDplHllrBDpTRil
rP (JSÀ!rPl 2.3,3

2 CALL 3Xr?
3 PRr!¡1 60

PRIT! 61
FElD rsHGRTil,svoltrsAREtËrRDILOttÞ3AD ,ÀlPEAD TCLOADürPFCÍR!trÀPISlü
FSAD rcoilAxtt,Pco[P!t,PHPOI|pRIÌ{? 63t,JSAttp, !tBoLE,TDp?Hll,BDPTH!,sHcHlt,syoLü,

1 5ÀpEÀü, cl.oÀDtt, pPcln i, aplsl Ë, iDr to;



12
13
1¿¡
15
't6
17
18
19
2C
21
22

1f

I:1
FEÀD ,N
rP (!i:) 1,1 ,10
FEÀD ,JDÀTES,JDÀTEE
PRINl 1 65, JDÀ18S, JDÀÎ!E
PP INT ó4
PR IIÌT 6 5
Pn If!1 69
P3I }IT 7 C
PR.IÍT 71 n
DR ?!tT 72C

T}¡9I'T DÀT.I FROII SHEÀR TEST
= == = = == = == == == === = === =======

RE¡-D , JTT!'!E,RDTÀL, PRTNG, PIIP,CELLPB ,JPIrF (JTIHC) 6.a,5
Pi{ PR ll= PH r-,

IF (P'{PF !l) 8 ,'7 .7
f=J+ I

STRESS . STFÀTN CÀLCI]LÀTIOI{
======== == == ===== ============

{OTE:

(1) rF ( P}IP ) IS ¡¡EcÀlTVE

(3) rF I P¡JP ) rs PosIrrvE

-168-

R ELÀX.qTIO¡I TE.ST

COì{SOI.TDATED UNÐRÀiI{ID ?FiÀX:IL :¡SI

*sHGHTtl *ÀÀ

23
2tt
1t

26
27

c

L

28
29
30
;1 1

32
33
34
35
16
37
33
39
43
t¿1

rr2
43

sTFÀI:{ (I) = (PDrLoË-sDrÀL) / (1000.
PCSTR=STRÀIN (I) *lC0
PCSTRN (I) = PCSTn
JPTX (T) =JPT
ÀR El!¡!=SÀì EAM / (1. -ST R AIN (Il I
F=1-ÀPfSTü/ÀP3Àtt
ï= F*CELLPR
lL C!. D = PR f NG* PFCTE I't+ C LOÀD ü
Y= Tl.O AD,/À P EÀ !t* 1C
s1rD !. Si,t = x+ Y
EFSTR{ =ST RES lt- PïPB¡l
9C 3l Plt =3 3 L LPR-P l{ PR It
DV STRI! = (STR ES !t- CELLp R)
HDVSTR=DVS!EË/2
OCÎSTll= (E9STR!l+2*ECELPlf ) ,/3
Rl TIC=EF STF !{,/ECE LPt

I{OR!'[LIZ TTf OII OF STR ESSES
= ==================== ======

T!{? !l S!! =CO N À Xü
DEVS!f l (I) =DVsTnil,/XHRltSll
HDVSTI| (I) =HDvSTR,/XXR !St!
OCTS ïl{ ( T) =0CTST il,/Xl¡ R !tSll
D L ?å Ull = P ï PR t!- p FpO ¡l
DLTU!{ll ( I) =D LTÀUü,/XN R tTSü
rF ( r.EQ.1 I co To 116
G0 10 107

1 î 6 DE YStf c=D l ySIt (1 )
G0 TO 108

1C7 I (r) :DLTUiln (I)/(DEvsH!(r) -DEVSilOI

t¡4
45
46
u7
48
tl 9
5C
51
52
53
54



55

56
57
58
59
6C
51
frz

63
6u
65
56

57
58
69
7C
71
72
73
74

-169_i naa"T .ÀL.ûLÀTED REsnr,?s3 :=========================

1 1 8 pR :rrr93 c 
: j3I-,-J1i¡tE, F DrÀL, pnr HG, pt pRr, pcsl R,1 EFsrE !1, EcELpu, HDvsiR, DysiRl , ocisri.,l ii.ió;; i Ð1)lo4

I nRruT g l , JPT , JT It ErRDrlL, PRrrc
GC T1 r¡

6 RE¡ìD ,3
IF (q) 1j,13,1

' 3 PRT¡¡T )9

, ;i;li,16 
3 

' 'tsÀ tlP 
' 

NHoLE 
' 

TD PTH t!, BDPT Hl,t, co t¡Àx !t, pcol\rp r,
PR i}I1 26 5 , JDA TES, JDÀ TEE
PRIUT 861
DO 50 f=1 ry

r il;;ll, ?í; 
JPrx (r)' PcsrFN ( r)' HDvsrN ( r), DEYST¡n (r), oer sNn ( rr,

5 r ç9 ¡r", ¡r¡g g
P? INl 99
GOTO9

t! IgIsÀ1 ( 1H1 ,////,23H rr¡rrvERsrTr op HANrloBÀ)6 1 ponf!.{T (2 6H sorL ¡l¡cunttrci LÀBoRÀroRy /î ---,
64 FOR!,tAT (3"H coNsoLrDÀTgD Uñop¡¡HSO rn rili¡.1 TEs: )6 5 F0 FF tl t 3 7 I : : : : : : : : : : : : , , , , , , . : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : / / /l163 poRr'!Àr(15H sÀ!{pLE^N9: =-i,illsI,iiH-Hó#'i¿,. = .ru,5x.1 9i{ DEp-[ = ¡F6.2,,t1H ¡rEiREs ]ó ,iø.2,ã,r.'IËls:s //

,tr', *o.o /37u 
colso¡.ionrrou-lrru si¡ssi =,F7.2,

1 3''H PRECONSOLIDÀTION PRESSI,FE = E'I '151{ KP.{ / - - tEt.¿.
1 3lq NoRltALrzrNc sTpEss = F7 a- 15:{ ¡(PÀ /} - t Í tc tt

165 FOpltâT(23¡I SHEÀR 19S1 F?suLlS sÎÀpT, 11l,5H .^__13HEï0, I1C //l265-pcRnAT(/ ,39ï Non!!Àúzeo sHEÀR TEsT ?gsÛLTS srÀrñ
- 1r1C,8H END,ilo //l 

-,rÃ_-'
6 9 poqu-{î (46H pÎ TI|?E ',orspl pp: NG poFE pqF ,162¡¡ EpFEcr ç.FFEcr n-rr.i D:v EFFEcT p.ìrr3 o!,7C F0!ì!'tåT(s6H D:ÄL DIÀL -piiss 

c9!¡T ,157H SrcUÀ1 SIct{[3 DEV STRESS ocr EFF Si:;t¡t A1)9 9 C FOFìtÀT (Í.tt .2x r!t!.3x, p 7, 1 t4X, F5. 1 . 2y. rp6. 1 r2x rF5, 2, ttx,
1 ?5.'l,rtx, F5:1, lI, 15. t, ox, rsi ! l\',ns. r, sx,iäl ì, ux, rz. z¡3 1 ¡cpr.rr(r4,?1,!y;3x,ri, i, oi,ni, 1;ii;ìårrnËiiiii:oN iEsr|3 2 FOR¡r.t i (r 0, 3x,F5: 2,5N.,?6:¡,t x,re. 3, 3x, F6. 3, 4x, F6. 3)6-?1 FoqttÀT(15H SAtpLf-WO.- = t,r1,5I,1in ¡¡Ol,i-iO.'= ,tq.5x,1 9E ÐEPTH = ,F6. 2111H ¡leirss TO ,F6.2,8H ¡lEît: s /l'r 37!{ sAr{pLE HErcHl .lrreç cõ¡¡solro¡iroir-I-')rîli,112H C3t{1I!tETRES ,/1 3lE SÀüPLE VOLrr!: ÀFTER COI|SOLfDÀTIOI{ = .F7.7,119H CfJBIC CENTII{ETRES /1 38H SÀlplt ÀREÂ .{FTER CONSOLIDÀT:CH = ,F6,71] 19H sQUÀFe cENlr:tE19ES //137H CO!{slAxT LOÀDj 37, pnõvi¡lc RrNc FÀcroR = ,p't.z.5tt N ./

1 9H \ ./Ðrv / = 'P7't!'137H PisIor¡ tR3Àlrsa.scuÀii cexrt!,ernss // = ,Ei,u,
1 37H INrlrAL Orll n¡¡orN'e' = Þ? a

- 111H DIvISIONS //l - 'E t'¿'
7to-FoRtÀr (46H RDc FDG Kp.\ s13-tr:¡
,rrti3llor*?iuu KPÀ srniss KPå si"i.;s EFF siFy¡3)

149!l ?ñr -, t
a;c- róir.lr lsin pr l!B_ 

*nn 
llor_ro ,,rnrälo *rrrr.l' NFïLz)1 538 cENl flÀLF DEV ocT cHtì{G3r 53H 5rRÀrN D¡v siness srREss :N pr{p1 53H STR ESS KPÀ K PÀ K PÀ1 sz¡r ip.l99 Fonlr Ar (1tl1 .////l /l

ElID

T ENl RT

75

76

77

78

79

80
31
tz

¡)

33

8lt

t5

86
87



U¡ITERSIIT OT I¡irÎOBI
soIL I'ECSIIICS LTBOB¡108!

stlPl!!0.c1310 EOL! fO. r

SÀãPLl EEfcHT IITER COTSOLIDåÎIOü 'S¡ãPLE Y0LBll9 IFIEB COISOLIDtTI0T .
SllPLl lREt tFIER COüSCLIDÀTforl r

eO[STÀllT LOÀD .
PEfVING AIf,G ?ÀETOB . .
PrslC[ tREÀ -
ItIlIrL Df¡L SElDItc r

0 DEPIH - 11.28 I'ETRES To 11.66 ;ETRES

12.10q cErTrtlElRES
538. 120 c0BIc CENIIüElnES
q.I. 458 SOUTFE CEìITI!iTTBES

1¡r.03 rr.
fr.1560 x ./Dfv
5.0600 sQ0tBE cErlrrElREs

trt00.00 DMSIOTS

-r70-

SFEÀR ÎESÎ R!S0LÎS SttRl 19801025 EÙD 19801026

cot¡sttIDåÎED tltDRArr¡ED lRItrrtL ÎES1
:3:::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :

PÎ TTñ? DI SPL
DI TL
BDG

PRTÙG PONE PEN TFFEqT
DTIL PBESS CENT Srcilll
RDG KPÀ STRIIN KPÀ

1!5.1 217.1 O.0O 2s4.4171.0 231.6 0.10 303.9182.0 238.2 0.22 30?.6188.5 2tt2.1 0.35 309.4
192. 1 2tt5.2 0.52 30 9. 6194.0 2r7.6 0.65 308.7195.2 249. r¡ 0.80 307.1196.7 253.8 1.12 304. O197.tt 257.9 1.03 3oc. 1
1 97.9 262.3 1.?4 2s5.s198.1 265.9 2.05 292.1198.2 269.5 2.35 288.2
198. 3 272.8 2.61 284.3
1 98.3 276.0 2.9s 280. ?198.1 279.2 3.30 276.A198.0 282.0 3.61 273.5
1 97. 9 26tt. I 3. 9 3 27 0.2
1 97.8 285.7 4.08 269.0215.5 293.6 4.?1 275.9214.0 293.0 r¡.94 274.7213.5 292.7 5.20 21\.3200.5 NELÀIÀlION 1E5T195.5 RELÀTÀTION IEST188.5 RELÀI¡TION TESÎ185.5 RE!ÀrÀlroN TESÎ
I 81.0 REL¡rtTIOI lESr176.5 nELtIÀÎIOil Trs?172.O BELtrtlrof, lESr168.1 AEL¡XÀÎroil rEsr162.1 RBLÀralroN 18sT16'.0 RELÀIITTON ÎEST158.3 BELIrrlIor ?EsÎ152.2 rELÀrrllo[ 1rsÎ
! 51 .9 291 .2 5. rr9 221.3
!q6.s 2se.9 5.s2 225.e178.0 305.5 5.57 230.2
!?1.0 30e.5 s.7o 237.4197.1 310.6 5.8r¡ 241.6200.7 310.1 6.1rt 2q4.7
?91.3 30e.4 6.4s 2rs.s
?q0.? 30s.2 6.76 2crr. s
1 99. 9 309. 4 7.07 243.2213.5 316.3 ?.30 241.7214.5 315. 9 ?.53 2r8.5
?12.5 314.2 7.79 248.2
?!'r.0 3r2.8 8.06 247.8
?99.0 311.6 8.32 2tt6.s
l??.s 303.e E.01 2rro.3
l?0.2 30s.6 8.s9 236, I
l9?.3 307. e e.o? 232,7
199.0 30e.7 9.tr6 22s.1
le?.1 3f5.q e.62 233.1
?9q.5 3frr.s e.8e 23c.3
!9?.0 313. 3 r 0.1 6 233. I
!??.9 312.2 ro.cl 2t2.8195.5 3tî.rr 10.65 232.r
!q?. s 30s.0 10.72 227.6
!99. q 307.2 1 o.eg 22s.6
!q0.5 30e. s I 1.30 220.6176.1 308.3 11.33 218.3

1

2
3
q

5
6
7
I
9

10
11
12
13
lll
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

l01
102
r03
10 t¡

105
106
107
t08
109
t 10
Itt
112

22
23
2c
25
26
21
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
¡0
t1
42
¡3
{q
t5
46
t?
t8

I 050 34 e0. c
1 100 338 8. e
1 I 10 3373.4
t 120 3357.2
1130 3337.5
11r¡0 332C.8
1 1 50 3302. 8
1210 326tt.91230 3227.5
1250 31 89.013'10 3152. 1

1330 3115.5
1 350 3076.6
'1q 10 30 38. 51430 3C00.7
1q50 2962.51510 2924.8
1520 2906.31523 28 30.0
1524 2801. 5
1 525 2770.0
1521 27 q9.5
1528 27 48.5
1530 21tt7.o
1531¡ 2746.01541 214tt.8
1 556 27 i3.5
t626 27q1.81726 27 rto. o2028 2738.0
2226 2737.3

26 2136.9
I t09 2735.5
1 1 .¡0 27 35.5
I 145 2731.5
1 1 50 2725.3
1200 2710.3121C 2693.01230 2656.31250 2619.013t0 25e1.2'1331 25r¡3.81331 2516.51332 2tt88.2
1333 2437.5133¡ . 2tt25. o
I 335 2393. O1338 2382.51350 2359.81rt20 2302.31¡¡r5 2255.5trtt6 22t5.O1e47 220t.01rr48 2ì?0.0
t ¡rl9 21 t¡0 . 01150 21 r0.5
1¡r 53 2102.8t510 20?0.91s30 2032.1t535 2028.3

EILF DEV
DBV STBESS
STFESS KPÀ
KPÀ

45.5 90.9
57.5 1ls.0
62.6 125.1
65.5 131.0
67.1 13tt.2
67.9 1 35. I
68.3 136.7
68.8 137.1
68. 9 1 37.9
68.9 137.9
68.8 1 37.6
68.6 1 37.3
68.5 1 3?. C

6S. 3 1 36.5
61.9 1 35.9
61.7 135. tt
67.tt 134.8
61.3 134.s
7tt.1 1r¡9.4
?3. 9 147.1
73. t¡ 14ó. 9

RÀIIC 3F À
EPF STGüÀ1
EPF SIFIlA 3

1.447 uuuuuttt
1.6Ce o.5c
1.686 c,62
1.735 L.62
1.765 ú.65
1.785 0.68
1.799 c.1 ,l

'r .828 c,79
1 . E5; c.37
1 .8?3 c.96
1.8J1 1.15
1.910 1.13
1.9 33 1.21
1.9+7 1.29
1.9 6q 1. 38
1.980 1.46
1.996 1.54
2. Ci3 1.51
2.181 1.31
2.163 1.34
2.153 1. 3 5

EFSECI
srGä[ 3
KPÀ

203.5
188.9
1 82.5
1?8. q

17 5.lt
172.9
171. 0
166.3
162.2
158.0
1 54.5
150.9
1 q?.3
1 44.2
I q0.9
1 38.1
135.4
13r¡.5
126.5
127.0
127 .4

IFPE:T
oq¡
SlR 5SS
KPA

233.8
227.2
224.2
222. 1

220 .'l
218.2
216 .6
212.2
208.2
204.0
200.4
'196.1
193.3
189.7
186.2
183.2
18C.3
179.3
176.3
116.2
'116.4

129.4
121.1
115.3
111.2
110.2
110. 6
111.3
11r.3
1't1.1
10c. 1

104.4
106.2
10?.5
108.8
I 16.4
11C. ?
t12. tt
t'10.4
10¡¡. 8
105.6
106.8
107.8
109.0
1 15.2
r12.9
110.5
112.0

16C.0
156.0
153.5
153.3
154.C
'155.3
156. C

1 55.7
155.1
152.0
152.tt
153.5
154.3
154.8
157.7
155.3
152.5
15C.0
I 47.6
1 t¡3. 5
1.¡9.1
1q9.5
150.1
132.7
149.8
141.2
1r7.4

1.711
1.865
1.996
2. 135
2.192
2.213
2.206
2 .197
2.1ù9
2.319
2.38C
2.337
2.305
2.27C
2.C6q
2. A61
2.01A
2. X75
2.225
2.218
2.189
2.159
2.132
1.976
1.931
1.996
I .950

7 2,92
5.98
3.59
2.62
2.31
2.15
2,13
¿.1 I
2.2q
1 .88
1.86
1.9C
1.94
2.0c
2.6'l
2.88
3 .19
3.3¿
2.63
2.58
¿ .67
2.19
2.91
¡¡.19
r¡.5f
4. 83
5.91

05.0 91.9
52. u 1 04.8
57.4 I 14.9
63.'t 't26.2
65.7 131.rr
67.1 134.1
67,1 134.2
66,6 133.2
66.1 132.1
?1.8 1rt3.6
72.0 144.1
71.0 1tt2.7
70. 1 1t¡0. 3
69. 1 t38.t
61.9 ',t23.9
6 0.8 121.7
60.1 120.3
59.3 118.7
6tt.2 I 28. 3
64.3 128.7
63. 5 1 2?.0
62.s 1 25.0
6 1.7 123.4
56.2 112.q
55.4 110.?
55.0 1 10. 1
53.2 10ó.3
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11.28 üETRES TO 11.66 
'{ETRES

SÀË9tE llC. = T 310 HOLE

EOflS]LTDÂTICN ÀTIÀ1 STRESS
PFECONSf,TIDÀTrC{ PFESSORE
IORT'ÀLIZI!IG SlRESS

HO. = 4 DE9TB

= 301.70 KPÀ
= 21 8.00 KPÀ
= 301.70 KPA

NORilALTZED SHEåB

PÎ P:R
CEN T
S1 RÀTN

1 0. c0
2 0.10t o.r,
4 0.35
5 0..52
6 0.65
7 0.30
8 1.12
9 '1,1t3

10 1.7 4't1. 2.C5
12 2,35
13 2.67
1s 2,99
15 3..30
16 3. 61
't7 3. 93
18 4.08
19 4.71
20 4. 94
21 5.20
22 5.49
23 5.52
24 5,57
25 5.70
26 5.8tt
27 6..1 rt

28 6. ¿t5

29 5.16
30 1.07
31 7.30
32 1.53
33 7.7e
3¡r 9.06
35 8,.32
36 9.41
37 8.59
38 9.07
39 9. 116

40 9.62¿tt g. g g

42 10.16l¡3 10. rt 1
44 10.65
45 '10.72
46 10.98
47 11.l0
48 11.33

ÎESÎ RESULTS S1ÀFT 198C1025 END 19801026

NR I'LZ D

HÀLF
DEV
STR'SS
KPÀ

1. 151
0.1 91
x.2c7
c ,217
Q.222
0.225
0. 227
c.228
0.229
0.223
c,229
0.228
î.227
c.226
c.225
0.224
D,223
0.223
0.2rt8
0.245
0.243
c. 152
0.174
c. 190
q.2c9
0.21 I
0.222
4.222
0. 221
c.219
0.238
0.239
0.235
0.232
0.22e
0.205
c.202
0.199
0. 197
c.213
0.213
0.210
0.207
0.204
0.186
c.183
0. 182
0.176

NRIILZ D
DEV
STR ES S
KPÀ

0.301' 0.3 81
0. 415
c.434
0.445
0.45C
0. 453
0.456
0.457
0. rr57
c.456
0.455
0.454
0.452
0. ¿¡50

0.449
0.447
0.446
0. q95
c.4 90
0.487
0.3 c5
0.347
0.381
0. 418
0.435
0.445
0.445
0.,ltlz
0.43 I
0. 476
0.4 78
0.471
0.465
0.458
0.41 1

0.4C3
c.399
0.393
0.425
0.426
0.421
0.41tt
0.4c9
0.373
0.3 67
0.365
0.3 52

NRIILZ D

ocT
slR ESS
KPÀ

0.775
0. ?53
c.743
0.736
0.730
0.7 23
0. 719
0.703
0.690
0,676
0.664
1.652
0.640
0.629
e,617
0.607
0.599
0.594
0.584
0.584
0.585
0.530
0.5 17
0.s09
0.508
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APPENDIX III

CONSOLIDATED-DRAINED STRESS -CONTROLLED TEST RESULTS
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tot LSS! LSrr
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6. 13 tl t05. 7 2.6

7.327 t32. t 3.9

8.608 t58.6 5.rr

9.793 tB5. | 6.9
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5 
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slntss f f
rPt

0.0 0.000 0.000

50.9 0.5t0 0.535

65.9 0.802 0.663

t0.8 r.029 0.802

95.7 t.25t 0.938

tt0.8 1.t20 1.0?3

125.8 t.610 1.226

1t0. I l.!95 l. !t2
t55.5 2.037 1.368

t7o. I 2.299 t.?67

It5.g 2.558 t.995

199.? 2.t61 2.2t9

2t5.! t.20 9 2.559

2t1.0 t.?0t 2.?36

2f5.6 t.099 t.000

260.6 t.t95 t.266

2?5.5 a. t?6 t.5t3
2t9.9 3.363 1.738

t05.6 3.6tt t.9¡E

3t?.? 9.023 3.653

tol LSS! tsrt
slnlI r

fÍPtf

0.000 0.0 0.0

l.6tt 88.1 0.9

- 2.129 tlt. I 1.2

2.633 t39.9 r.5

3. t2 I 165.? t.8
3.567 t92.0 2. t

f.063 217.8 2.4

a.639 2¡3. I 2.7

5.t92 259.5 t.0
5.t3t 29r¡.6 3.¡

6.5t9 32t.8 3.8

t.361 tt5.9 t.3
8.320 3?3.8 t.0
t. ttt t00.0 5. I

t0. t00 125.3 5.9

tt.026 t51.3 6.¡
tt.903 a77.2 ?.0

t2.tr0 302.t 7.5

fl.5t5 529.3 7.9

20.329 t 0r 8..0 t 2. I

DELIÀ 101r!
IIEP Gt EI{E!GT

Ír-r/VCL rtl-ü/TCL

0.0c0
0.¡18

0.|t18
0.2 86

0.704
0.371

1. C75
0.¡38

1.512
0. ¡5lr

t.966
0.58?

2. s53
0.?69

3.322
0.818

t. to0
t.006

5. t86
r .2?3

ó.¡58
1.566

8.02r
2.009

r0.033
t.910

tt.9t3
2.19r

t¡. t35
2.3¡5

16. ¡80
2.353

t8.832
2.368

2t. 20 r
2. t99

23.600
30.31 9

53.919

DIY
stntss
f,Pt
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29 tl?. ! 2t9.9 t57.t

¡TTIL E¡DrTL
sta¡ll stBlrr

¡

2. tt I 0. t9?

2.t27 0.5t0

2.rs7 0.539

2.622 0.532

2.T16 0.5¡tt

2.9t8 0.563

3. r21 0.55t

3.309 0.565

3.507 0.563

3.728 0.579

3.996 0.598

t.216 0.5E7

f.550 0.581

f.09t 0.575

5.291 0.56S

5.7rt 0.561

6.353 0.522

6.86t 0. rr65

7.362 0. t¡10

?.958 0. 359

8.66 0 0.308

9.3t9 0.238

9.906 0. r75

t0.530 0.t19

rt.0t9 0.058

t t. t93 0.008

12. t33 -0.027

t2.6lt -0.062

t6.761 -2.06!

vol Lssr Lsrr
s?Btt I

ff,Plf

3. 176 0.0 o. o

3.316 7.5 o. I
3.565 t?.1 o. 3

3.68 6 26.1 0.s

3.86t 35.t 0.6

¡.0?5 r3.0 0. I
f.237 52.0 0.9

f.r00 60.7 t.1
tt.63t 70. t 1. 3

f.885 7E.0 r.6
5.193 87.7 1.8

5. ¡20 96.5 2.1

3.712 f05.8 2.r
6.0r¡| tt¡.3 2.7

6.q33 t23.1 3. I

6.902 131.8 3.6

7.397 lrt 1.8 4.2

7 .79a l rt 9. I 4.7

8.183 159.0 5.2

8.6?? 167.9 5.8

9.276 t?6.0 6.5
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t0.256 t93.5 7.7

10. ?67 203.5 t. e

I 1.20 I 2t 1.3 8.9

!1.609 220.a 9.0

t2.0?9 229.7 I 0.0

12.325 230.6 10.5

12.638 1t6.8 15.0
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f,I-1,/tOl xr-!/vOL

0.000
0. 195

c.1 95
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0.169

0.616
0.239

0.855
0.2e0

1.146
0.256

1. 401
0.315

1 .717
0.326

2.0,t3
0. q16

2, !59
0.528

2.951
0. ttt9

3.426
0.573

tt.0c0
1.67 i

4.673
0.81S

5. q87
1.01r

6.498
t. t50

7.647
0.993

8. 6.t O

0. 998
9.638

1.272
10.910

1.566
12..t77

t. ¡39
13.916

t.3r3
15.229

t. q68
16.697

1.31 I
18.00¡t

1.230
19.238

1.trl6
20. ó5s
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22.C33

5.?15
27.7 48
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g0 .5

9a.?

t00 .2

t 05.2

110. 1

lltl.?
tt9.8
12a.7

t30.0

l3¡. e

13 9.8

tttt.8
r50.0

15t. 8

t5 9.8

16r.7

r70. 3

17t.8

r80.0

r 85.0

r 89.5

191.7

t99.f
205.0

209.t

211.7

2t t.t
22a.c
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0.3f0 -0.170 0.000

0.¡70 -0.235 0.000

0.600 -0.300 0.000

0.790 -0.395 0.000

1.050 -0.52s 0.000

1.330 -0.665 0.000

1.600 -0.800 0.000

t.880 -0.9¡0 0.000

2.170 -1.085 0.000

2.580 -1.290 0.000

3.0?0 -t.535 O.OOO

3.580 -t.?90 0.000
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0.0 0.0
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0.00c
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APPENDIX ry

ENERGY CATCULATION PROGRAN,I

(LSSV and LS¡JV included)

Data Preparation Instructions

(REVISED FREE-FORMAT VERSION)
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SI.JM,IARY

The ENERGY cArctiiarloN program is a simple FORTRAN program

for the calculation of strain-Energy stored in a triaxiar cray sample

during Drained Triaxial Consolidation or during Lhdrained Shear. In

addition, the progran will also calculate the Length of the stress

vector (LSSV) and the Length of strain vector (LSM¡) from the approxi-

mate in-situ stress state to the stTess state at the end of each

successive stress increment.

PREPARATION OF INPUT INFORMATION

Stress-Strain values at each stress incrernent should be

first calculated, either by hand or by using the TRIAXIAT TEST pïogram

(LErü, 1981) .

The progran is written in WATFIV and "Free-Format" input

is used. Input should be presented in the order showr below as

Integer or Rea1. Real nr,rnber data require deci:na1 points. Data should

be separated by coÍmas, or at least two spaces.

The order of the input information is as follows:

Card Type

1. JSAÌ\4P Sample No.

Format

Integer

Integer

Real

Real

NHOLE Hole No.

TDPIIIM Depth of Sampte (Top)

BDPTIIM Depth of Sanple (Bottorn)



N2

3.

4.

Courting Index (Total No.

points in test series)

Starting Data of Test

Ending Data of Test

Effective Sigma 1

Effective Sigma J

Axial Strain

Volunetric Strain

Stress Point

of
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Integer

Integer

Integer

Real

Real

Real

Real

Integer

JDATES

JDATEE

ES]MA1

ESI}{A3

ASTRNl

VOLSTN

JPT

NOTE:

OUTPTjT INFORMATION

data:

(1)

(z)

Stresses are read in kpa.

Strains are read in percent in terms of Engineering

strain.

(3) Sarnple depths are read in metres.

1. The progran will first print out the following input

Sample No.

Hole No.

Depth of Sample (Top)

JSAT,IP

NHOLE

TDPT}IM
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Depth of Sample (Bottorn)

Starting Date of Test

Ending Date of Test

BDPT}IM

JDATES

JDATEE

2. Printout of Results

The calculated results are printed i¡ a form of a well
in terms of both Engineering and Natural strain which

following:

organized table

consists of the

Stress Point

Effective Sigrna 1

Effective Sigma S

Deviator Stress

Effective Normal Octahedral Stress

Axial Strain

Radial Strain

Volunetric Strai¡r

Length of Stress Vector

Length of Strain Vector

Delta Energy

Total Energy

JPI

ESIT,IAI

ESII\4A3

DEVST}I

OCTSTM

ASTRNl

RSTRNS

VOLST}J

tSSY

LSNY

DELENE

TOTENE



ALGORITT]M

NOTES:

(1) Strain-Energy

w = r (( 
oici*rr-* oi<:r 

) ('r(j+l) -,r') ., (5tlrlj'rr:r)I
* ('r(j+l) - .r,r,)) j = 1, M,l

(2) Length of Stress Vector (LSSV)

LSSV = (,"i,rl - på)2 + z (oåc:) - Ko r:r')',' j = 1, N

(3) Lengrh of Strain Vector (LSNV)

t -? ,z\t/zLSNV = (,rr,r) - er 1s¡)' 
* z (es rs(o))' 

)'''
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(1) nj and Ko på are the approximate in-situ stresses.

(Z) er(O) and er(') are strains that occurred from initial
building-in to the approxirnate in-situ stress levels.
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OPERATIOML PROCEDIJRE

The prograrn is written in WATFIV and can be operated on

the system currently in operation at the 5th Floor Conputer Tenninal,

Engineering Building, thriversity of tr&nitoba. The control cards are

as follows:

/ / iobnarnel ¡og')couryyry,L=4T=10 rc=Ø rco=l', rusername,

(Note Ð0ü denotes the us'ers' 4-digit account m.unber,

and YYIY their security code)

/ / EÆC ri¡ATFrv

//sYsr¡¡ m *'

$.lOe WATFIV username,NOEXI

(PROGRAI,I CARD DECK)

$uvrnv

(DATA CARDS)

/x

llrl"*i*.* 8 characters comnencing with a letter
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CONCLUSION

A FORTRANI program has been developed for the computer in
use at the lhriversity of ]'4anitoba in 19g1, which will perforrn the

calculation of strain-Energy stored in a triaxial cray sample during

Drai¡ed Triaxial Consolidation or during Lindrained Shear. In addition,
Length of Stress Vector (LSSV) and Length of Strain Vector (LSNV) fron
i¡-situ stress levels to the stress state at the end of each stress

increment are calculated and reported.
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TERT4S AI.üD DEFINITIONS

ASII\4A1 Average Effective Signra 1

ASIIvIA3 Average Effective Sigma S

ASIRN1 Axial Strain in percent (Eng. Strain)

BDPIHM Depth of Sample (Top)

DETENE Change in Strain Energy (Eng. Strain)
DELENN Change in Strai¡ Energy (Natural Strain)
DESTRN1 Change in Axial Strain (Ene. Strain)

DESTRNS Change in Radial Strain (Ene. Strain)

DEVSTM Deviator Stress

ESII\.141 Effective Sigrna 1

ESIÀ443 Effecrive Sigma 3

I Counting Index

II Counting Index

rNCS¡J1 Incremental change in Axial strain in percent (Natural

Strairr)

TNCSNS Incremental change in Radial strain in percent

(Natural Strain)

INVOL rncremental change ín volunetric strain in percent

(Natural Strain)



ISTRN1

ISTRNS

J

JDATEE

JDATES

JPT

JSAMP

191 -

Axial Strai¡ that occurred when restressed to in-situ
stress levels (Eng. Strain)

Radial strain that occurred when restressed to in-situ
stress levels (Eng. Strain)

Counting Index

Counting Index

Ending Date of Test

Starting Date of Test

Stress Point

Sanple Ntmiber

Counting Index

Counting Index

K

I(K

L

tSNY

LSNYE

LSNVN

LSSV

N

NHOLE

M

Courting Index

Length of Strain Vector

Length of Strain Vector

Length of Strain Vector

Length of Stress Vector

Counting Index

Cornting Index

Hole Ì,h.nnber

(Ene. Strain)

(Natural Strain)
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NSTRNI Axial Strai¡ in Percent (Natural Strain)

NSTRNS Radial Strain in Percent (Natural Strain)

NVOLSN Volunetric Strain in Percent (Natural Strain)

OCTST}'I Effective Normal Octahedral Stress

OSIMAl ApProxirnate På

OSIIUAS Approximate Ko Pj

OSTRN1 Axial Strai¡ that occurred when restlessed to in-situ

stress 1evels (Natural Strain)

OSTRN3 Radial Strai¡ that occurred when restressed to in-situ

stress levels (Natural Strain)

RSTRN3 Radial Strain in Percent (Eng. Strain)

TDPIHM Depth of SamPle (Botton)

TOTENE Total Strai¡ Energy (Eng. Strain)

TOTENN Total Strain Energy (Natural Straia)

VOLSTN Voh¡netric Straj¡ in Percent (Eng. Strain)
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DO 13 K=1rL

193 -

Dr!t9t¡srcil Jgr (e0l-,Esr¡|à1 (90) ,EsIflAll?gL1l!TRlt1(91) ,RSlF¡¡3 (9C) ,1 DEvsrü (9r),oersr1 
119¡,vor.srír isoi, ÀsrüÀ1 (eor,.{srï¡3 (ef},lDEs:{1 (e0) ,nesruf t!!i ,rssvrso'¡ , i¡[!u*E (eo) ,rorg:,¡r (90} ,1 ¡IsrPìf 1 (e0), NsrR t{l !!!i 19¡ r.lñ n tôó l,ror rw¡¡ (e0), rNes I 1 ( ?ct,1JI9lo_3!?0), rwvol(so),Nvo¿src teol,ièNv¡ (sit,ís¡vr tsoieEÀL Lssv' r¡srRN1' r¡srpN3, tlvois'o, itnes ul, :wbi ñi, :üü oil r. sNvE, LsN vNREF-L rsr9N1, ISlRN3

*:t *Êt*¡È¡¡ ** ¡t:t**** t* **,t¡t** ** **** * ¡r***rt'l**
* gN3RGT CÀLCULDTIOII PROGRTü *
l¡. ........;.:::::::::::::::::: ***
* * *¡l**:t,t 't* **¡t*r *t:l******+ +*,¡:t* **r ** t¡t *

ilOTE: TN lHIs vERsror oF TRE PRoGRAIÍ

(1) STRESSES ÀRE REÀD TN KPÀ

(2} STRÀTT¡S ÀRE 8EÀD Til PERCENT (EilGINEERING S:RÀINSI
(3) sA¡rpLE DEPTHS AnE FEÀD ÌN t{ETRES

R¡ITDIt{3 T[¡ ESSE!¡TIÀL INFOPI,!ÀTIO.ì¡
: :: ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::

:R-EÀD, JS ¡I'P, NHOLE, TDPTHII, BDPTHI'ÞFln rr

RE-4D, JDÀ1TS,JDÀTEE
PRI}¡T 6O
PR II{T 7I
PRINT 71'
PRr!{1. 72

ll:I1 87 t JsÀftp,NHcLE,TDprH!t, BDpTrrt{Pp:t{T 110, JDÀlES,JDl-EE
PRTNT 81
PRTNl 82
PR I{T 83
PRINT 84
Dî lC f=1,N

4
5
(t

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ÞEÀDT¡IG rN SlRESS.SlFNIT VÀLI,5S..; ; ;;:::::: ::::::: ::::::
ilj?:.- .!!r!À1 (r),esrr[3 (r], Â-sTrN1 (r),vol.slN (rt,JpT (r)Dsvsr!,1 (Iì =5s I¡lA 1 (I) - ESI!,rÀ3 iI)ocrSTt (l) = (EsI!tA1 (I) +2*ESrrÀ3 (I) ) /3
RSTFw3 (r) = (vcLSTN (r) -Às1RN1 ttil'lzc0 Nî r.¡Û E
L=T-1
NSlF.t¡1 (1) =.{sTRN 1(11 / (1-tsrRN 1(11 /z}elNvoLSr (1) =vcLsrH (11 / (-voLsru ir i neo¡
NsTF¡¡3 (1) = (t{volsN (r) -NsTRN 1l1l l'/zDc 12 II=1,L '

- 
INCS!11 (rr) = (-lsTRNi (rr+11 -ÀsTR!t ,t (ftll /('t- (AsrnNl (ri+r) *tsliñì trrl | /zool

- 
rNvol, (fI) = (voLSTù (rI+1) -yolsTN G\ | /(1- (vorsru (ri+ tl *vois'iñ'trrll /2oolrì¡csNl (rrf = (rrvot (rr) -rNeSNl (Irl I )Zco IT r:{ft E

1C
'l 9
2i
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29

29

3C
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4C
01
42

r0

12

13

-I9I!l¡! (K+ 1¡ =¡¡s5x1 (Kl +NsTRr 1 (K)
HSTRII-ì (K+ 1¡ =¡¡s5!13 (n¡ +n51¡¡ j i6iNv0Ls!l (K+1¡ =1¡ygl¡r¡ *uvcr,sn ¡i¡ '

c0 ^r¡1: 
rt uE

cSr:|À1=ESrüA1 (i)
0Sril.l3=ESr!rÀ3 (1)
oSTl{1=ÀSTRx'l (11
QSTRT{3=RSTRt[3 (1 )
ISTRNl=t{sTRT1(11
TSTPI¡3=ISTRt¡3 (11



t{3
44
'¡5
'16
u7 11
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D0 11 f=1rN
LSsv (!l =SQll ( (EsI IÀ 1 (I) -OSI! A 1l *t2+2* ( ES Il{[ 3 ( Iì -oS It! À31 *r 2)
LsNvE (Il =S0FT ( (ASTRnl (!) -osTRll1) **2+2* (RsTPtI3 (Il -osTPN3) **21
LS NVc (r) =SQRl ( (NSTRN 1 (r) -!SlBX 1¡ r*21 2t (llSTP N 3 (r) -r SlPN 3 ) rr 2)
EONTI!IUE

ENElGY CALCULÀTIOTIS

ll =!l- 1

DC 20 J= 1r ll
ÀsT:'n1 (J) =(ESlüÀ1 (J+11+ESM1 (Jll /2
AST!rÀ3 (J) = (ESfËÀ3 (J+1) +ESIlrA3lJl | /2
D:sTN1 (J) =AsTRNl (J+1) -¡.s131{1 (J}
DESTNS (J) =FSTRI3 (J+1] -FsTRl¡3(Jl
DELENS (J) = (âSMÀ1 (l¡ *¡951¡1 (Jl +2*ASI!!À3 (J) *DEslN3 (Jl ) /1CC
DEL3!¡!l (J) = (ÀsrüÀ1 (Jl *(l{STRlll (J+1) -ÌlsTFNl (J) I +

1 2*ÀsItrÀ3(J) *(NST8!r3(J+1) -NST!ìr,t3 (J) ) ) /1 f a
2 O EONTT:[TE

l'OTE\? (1) =0.0
TC:El¡)l(1) =C.0
)0 30 K=1rl¡l
Itî:NE (K+1¡ =98¿¡NE (K) +ro1¡¡g 1ç¡
T0T!'l{¡¡ (K+ 1¡ =99¿gNN (K, +TCIEN!{ (K)

3 O CONTI\¡TJE

PBIÌ{1 C¡,LCULÀTED PESI'LTS

DO 46 ¡q5=-1 ,t{
PR:NT 90, .tPT (KK), ESITAl (KK),ESrrÀ3 (KK), DEVSrtl (KK), oclSit{ (r(r()

1ìsiFN1(KK) ,PSÎPN3 (KK) ,V0LSÎ!{ (Kr() ,tSSV(KK) ,LSNV!(KK) ,T1T:NF (t(¡()
I!' (KK.EQ.N) cO TO 41
!,R Ir{T 91 , f)E f9 NE (KK )

¿¡c ccN¡rì¡ûE
PfI!ÙT 6 C

PR T:gT 1}
PR I lIT 11
9R îrr- 1 t
PRII¡T 8Q, JSÀIIP,NFOLE,TDPTHII,BDPTHlI
PR Tì¡T 1C O, JDÀTES, J DÀTEE
PRINT 81
PR T!{! 82
PR TìTT 83
PRI{1 8!t
DC 41 JJ=1 r nl

P9rNT 90, JPl(JJ),ESIFt1 (JJ),ESIr'ÍÀ3 (JJ),DEVSr:t(JJ),03TSTt! (JJ)
i\sTP!¡1 (JJ) ,NSTFN3 (JJ) ,rVOLSt{(JJ} ,LSSV (JJ) ,LSNv}¡(,rJ) ,T0TENN (J.r}
IF (J,r. Eq. N) GO 10 41
PRl!{! 9't, DEl,ç'NN (JJ}

t¡ 1 c'lNlr\uE
PRltirT 9 9

60 FCFr'!ÀT (1H1 ,/,///,23H UNMPSITY OF t1Àr¡1108À)
7f FOFfiAl (26n sOrt üECHÂrvTCS LÀB0RtlCpy)
71 FO9!!A1(218 EltERct CÀLCULÀ1IOIS/l
72 FCPTAT (31 H t*+* ENGr\EERING SlRtfF +***//l
73 F0P! ÀT (31H ***r NÀTttRAL STRÀlN **t* /,tl
8e F09fl.4T(15il SÀllPLE !¡O. = T,f 4,51 ,11H BOLE !¡O. = , T4,5X,

1 9H DEPTH = ,F6.2211t| !IETBES TO ,P6.2,8H llET9!S //l
31 FCFíAT (4"H PT EFFECT EFPECÎ DSV EFFE:T _\xrF.L,

1 5OH 9ÀDIAL VOL LSSV LSNV DELTA TCTÀL)
32 FORI'!À,! (48H sIGüÀ'l SrGüÀ 3 SÎR3SS oCT STPÀIN,

1 51H STRÀIN STRTIII ENERGY EN9PGY )
83 FOFËIIT(45H KPÀ KPÀ KPÀ STBESS I,

154H I I KPÀ Í Kt¡-t!,/VOL KN-!,/VOLI

c
48
rr9

s0
51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60
JI
52

53
6u

t)
(t6
57
68
i9
70
f1
72
73
74
75
16
l1
78
79

30
31
82
33
84
95
86
q7
B8
89

90

91

92

93
9q

95
96

77
98
99

84
90

91tlc

POqüÀT(35H
FOFtf ll (14.2x,P6. 1, 3 x rF6. 1 r2X,F6. 1

13r rF6. 3r 2X,p6.1.2X,rFtt,1,11X .?7.31
POt:tA1 (81X,F7.3'

K P !,/)
,3X,F6. 1 ,4X..?6.3, 2X , F6. 3,

FOPrÀr (22H TEST RESUTTS
1 3HEND, r1 0 ///l

l9 FOP!!AT 11Ê1. ////l
s11P
3!¡ f)

$8tr?RÍ

sÎÀRÎ, r11r5H .



urrtESSr:r 3? rli:1lì3t
soIL r!Eclttlrcs LtBORT!îFt
lilERcY CtLeoltr¡ors
.+.. ENCIi?EPtttG stRtri ....

SIIIPLF rl. ¡ I 3t2 IOLE ¡o.

llsl SPSnLls sTtDT r9801103 grD

PPPEC¡ DEV E?FECôsIG!À3 51P9ss ocltrDÀ rPt slP ESS
(PÀ

76.9 01.6 90.8

E8.9 0q. 3 I C5. O

101." 55.6 120.2

111¡.'l 63.0 115.1

12ê,9 1C.2 1sc.3

1 39.3 1a.5 165.1

t5r.8 qtr,1 t8o.o
16s.5 91.9 195.1

176.q 99.2 21C.0

r89.5 106.4 225.1

TTÍTL FÀDIÀL
slFlIr sTFÀtt¡

¡f

2. 136 0.5s2

2.666 0.577

3.206 0.650

3.781 0.6?6

q.750 e.692

6. C55 0.636

7.325 0,542

9.0crl 0.395

î 1. 5rr 3 c .246

I 1.998 e. 102

YtL ISSV LSTY
sÎP.r. t il

f rpt r

3.2q0 0.0 o. o

3.82 I ZS.1 0.5
q.506 52.3 1. .r

5.r30 78.a 1.1

6. 13 r¡ ro5. ? 2.6

7.i21 132.1 3.9
8.60e 15C.6 5.¡
9.?93 185.4 6.9

1r.c35 211,1 9.!¡

12.2Jt 238.u 9.9
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DTLTÀ TCÎ.1t
EI¡EPGf 9}IERCY

K!r-ttlvoL xiil-?q/v7L

0.000
o,12C

o.72 0
0.93'!

1.653
1.019

2. 612
1.850

a ,522
2.552

7.07!
3. 057

10.130
3.180

13. 310
3.591

16.90.t
3. rr3 6

20,571

DIPTfl ¡ 11.29 lg:nrs ?o 1r.66 rElîES

19801 221

PT EFTE3I
sf?rÀ 1

iPt

I 1 18.5

2 137.2

3 r57.3

r¡ t?t. I
5 197.1

6 216.8

7 236.5

I ?56. o

9 216.1

1C 295.9

urtY9PS:!r 3ç !ttll:.oBt
SOIL tl:CHÀFIcS LtBDpì:fFr
ENFRGY C[LCNI.-qT!DTS

.tt. [ ¡1UP ÀL SlFl!{ .r*r

ST'PLEÙf,.-I312

lrs? FEStt[ÎS sTtRr

FCrLE t¡C.

t98C I t03

PPPEC! DEV EFPECÎslct!t3 SÎBESS OCliPI rPÀ SÎRESS
f,Pt

?6.9 q1.6 90.8

88.e c8.3 tos.o
1 01.? 55.6 1ZO.z

ltt¡. i 53.0 135. 1

126.9 70.2 t50.3
139.3 17.3 t65.1

I 5r.8 8q. ? r8o.o
16¡.5 91.9 t95. r

176.9 99.2 21 O. O

r8e.5 t06.¡ 223.0

t¡ DEPIH = 1i.28 rE:pES ?O 1.1.66 TEîRES

!r{D 't9801221

PÎ EPPÎCT
slStttl
iPt

I 118.5

2 131.2

3 15?.3

q 177. 1

5 19?.1

6 216.8

7 236.5

I 256. I
9 216,1

rc 295.9

TTIÀL PTDT¡LslR¡tr slnrrr¡ff

2.139 c.56?

.2.702 0.59?

3.258 0.6?6

3.85C 0.?08

f.066 0.732

6.2¡6 0.682

7.a21 o. s89

9.T35 0.¡35
r 1. t01 0. 2?6

12.78r 0. rr?

YOL lSSy LSìIV
STRÀT N

t rpr I

3.293 0.0 o. o

3. F96 25.t 0.5

4.61 0 52.3 1. 1

5.27e 73.8 1.?

6,330 105.? 2.'
7.6C9 132.1 0.1

9.001 158.6 s.?

10.306 r85.¡ r.3
t1.69? 211.1 9.î
t3.0to 238.q to.6

DELT: TOlÈ !
ETERGT ENESGT

rtr-i/V9L K!l-fl,/VO!

0.000
0.7q3

0.743
0.970

1.?14
1.065

2,179
1. 951

tt.730
2.721

7.051
3.305

10. ?56
3.q88

1t .zttu
3. 996

lg.2¡¡0
4. r07

22,347
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APPENDIX

(TECHNICAL NOTE)

ON CLJR\{E-FITTING, At\iD I"ABORATORY DATA
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ON CIJR\Æ-FITTING, AÀ]D TABORATORY DATA

by

J. Grahan(t), *.r. einlney(l), K.v. L"r(2) and p.G.s. Trai'or(2)

tt'ffiïåf,:: 
trffïü:'^rfiiiåolrrnuuring Departnenr, rrniversity or

t 

"rffi#å;å, 
tiiÍfii¿rl 

äïr;"fïee ring Deparrmenr, rlnivers i ty or
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A3stRAM

The evaluation of soil properties in laboratory tests
involves interpretation of data on the basis of accepted enrpirical pro-
cedures. In limit-state studies, it has proved difficult to establish
procedures for identifyiag yield, which are independent of stress path,
and independent of the plotting nethod r¡sed. Mini-computers and auto-
matic curve-fittiag techniques have been examined as possible sources

of rational, repeatable, ine:cpensive results. Results show that the
conch:sions drawn frorn the tests may depend strongly on the evaluation
procedures. careful examination and judgement are still necessary.
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INTROIIJCTION

or solne years, one of us has been involved wíth the acqui-

sition and-interpretation of data like those shov,¡n in Figures la, b, c.
The data are norlnally collected fron drained stress-controlled. triaxial
tests on careftrlly trirmned samples consolidated anisotropically to ín-
situ stresses. Basic soil properties of the three soils are listed in
Table 1. Figure la shows oj". versus AV/V results fron a soft rnarine

clay from N. Ireland which r^/as tested at constant shear stress (Crooks

and Graham, 1976). In Figure lb, the results come from a triaxial test
r¡nder approximately Ko-conditions on plastic lacustrine clay from

À,fanitoba (Lew, 1gB1). Figure lc shows the strain energ-y }1/ absorbed

during undrained shearing versus stress vector length LSSV from a

sanple of highly sensitive rnarine clay from Nonvay (Graham, 1969). rf
results of this general shape are obtained in nany branches of naterials
science, they are interpreted as showing evidence of yielding, or
rnaterial property changes, at lirnit state conditions defined by empiri-
ca1 procedures which are conrnonly accepted in the field.

ïüorkers in solid rnechanics define yielding as the lfunit_

state at u¡hich non-reversible plastic straining comnences. prior linear
elastic behaviour is not a prerequisite. A clay soil is not a continuun,

but a particulate naterial, and the classical definition of yielding is
not appropriate. Non-recoverable strains occur in clays, even at lohr

stresses.
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TABI.E 1 Soil Classification Data

Site

lvbisture Content ?

Liquid ttuit U

Plasticity Index ?

Lhd. Shear Strength kpa

Sensitiuity

Compression Index

Oyerconsolidation Ratio

Clay Fraction %

Doninant Mineralogy

Reference

l4astemyr

43-47

31-35

8-L2

10

100

0.6

1.3

L2-L5

Grahan,
1969

Kiruregar

63-69

78-8ó

51-57

19

6-8

0.35

1.3

35-40

il1ite

Crooks and
Grahan,
L976

lViruripeg
5.5 m

55

95

65

81

2-3

0.72

7.0

85

snectite

Trainor,
1981

Wilnipeg
11.5 n

5s-62

79-86

54-57

45

3-4

1.0

1.8

75

snectite

Lew,
1981

However, in a rnore general sense, the concept of yielding in
clays is now conrnonly accepted (crooks and Graham, Lgz6; Tavenas et a1.,
1979) to be the linit-state r,vhen soils reach a well-d.efined bourdary in
P', Q, e - space. At stresses lower than yield stresses, the clay is
relatively incompressibre, creep rates are slow, porewater pressure
generation small, ând porewater pressure dissipation rapid. At stresses
higher than yield stresses, the clay is more compressible, creep rates
are faster, larger porewater pressures are generated, and their dissi_
pation is slower.

Questions then arise regarding the elnpirical procedures to be
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adopted for determining the magnitude of the stresses at yieId. Bi-
linear curve-fitting has frequently been used with data similar to
those shown in Figure za, for example by Mitchell (1970). Its use with
oedometer results is conrnonly limited to lean, sensitive, kaolin-illite
clays. rn contrast, the soil in Figure za ís a plastic, insensitive,
illite-nontrnorillonite clay (Baracos et al., 1gg0). Figure 2b shows

the oedoneter test data from Figure 2a replotted as an "e-logp,,curve,
with the Pi-rield interpreted using the well lsrorn¡n Casagrande construc-

tion.

The procedures used should ideally be rational and repeatable,

and should ninfunise the influence of the person trsing them. It is some-

times suggested that the use of rnini-conputers and autonatic curve-

fitting techniques would reduce personal influences, and therefore
provide more rational, repeatable results. This Note outlines some

e>çeriences r'ùhich show that the suggestion nust be used with discretion.

EXAT{PLES

Test data such as those shov¡n in Figure i for Lake Agassiz

clay (Lew, 1981) can be represented as two fairly linear sections sep-

arated by a curved transitional section. At one stage during the re_

view of these ðata, it was suggested that yielding could perhaps be

associated with the point on the test curve where the curyature was

marcirm-un, (lninirrun radius of curyature, ôR/ôs = 0). A progran wtrich had

previously been used successfully for fitting stress-strain data in
netals was adapted to superimpose a best-fit Ranberg-Osgood fi¡¡rction
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(1) x/xo (v/v)Q * ly/volt-t)

through the test data using the nethod of least squares (Popov and

Pinlorey, 1969). This was then differentiated nt¡nerically, and the point

of maxirnr¡n curvature determi¡ed. The process hras essentially automatic,

once the experimental data had been read into the computer. However,

when the fi.¡nction was exarnined visually, the Ramberg-Osgood function

was in this case a relatively poor representation of the test data,

although it had worked well for otåer materials. The data were then

fitted by sirnple polynomial fi¡rctions. Very good agreement was obtained

using 4th order and higher polynomials. Unfortr.urately however, there

r^Ias no obvious agreement between limit-state stresses obtained by nuneri-

ca1 differentiation of the polynornial, and values decided intuitively on

the basis of judgenent.

It then seemed appropriate to return to bilinear fitting of

the data, and to interpret yielding as the intersection of the initial

and final linear sections. This was done by using a bilinear fwrction

with a slope discontinuity at x = c. This can be represented conve-

niently by

(2) y =yo+ ¿tx + (b - a) <x - c 11,

where .*-a11
-c.x>c
o, x < c-Í_L

b are the slopes

respectively.

of the function for xccrandand a,

x>c

If (xr, yr) represents the i-th observation of the independent and



dependent variables respectively, then the

prediction between the obseryed value of y,
(2) is
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difference, ot "error" in
and the value predicted by

(5)
"i = Io * oi + (b - a) < xi - c >1 - yi

The method of least squares was used to determine yo, ã, b, ând c such
that the sun of the squares of the errors in N observations was nini-
nized. The resulting computer program was applied to the resurts from
a variety of tests similar to those shov¡n in Figure 1.

The progran worked well with most sets of test d.ata, and it
appeared that a re1iab1e, impersonal procedure had been developed. It
was possible, (but not advisable), to proceed fron tabulated laboratory
data to a nunericar prediction of yierd stresses without visually
examiniag the detailed shape of the stress-strain curve. The authors
advise against this automatic process. rn recent studies of the use of
nini-corrputers to process bilinear data, the authors found that only 6

out of 43 tests could be handled without using discretionary iudgement.
rt is always necessary to be ful1y aware of the general shape of the
stress-strain relationship which is being fitted.

Tlvo separate exanples from recent studies on Lake Agassiz clay
will show why this is important. rn Figure 4a, the data points have
been shov¡n as open circles in the initial and final linear sections, a'd
as solid circles in the trar¡sition section. As progr¿mned, the computer
cannot exercise judgenent to identify the data poiats on the tra¡rsition
section, and it fits tu¡o straight lines through all the data points, as
shorn by the dashed lines. rf judgenent is permitted, then the sorid
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points can be ignored and the curve-fitting is sho¡¡n by solid lines in
the figure' The difference in the yield stresses can be significant.
In Figure 4b, a sample of sensitive clay was tested in urdrained exten-
sion after it had been anisotropically consolidated to in-situ stresses.
It gave out a small amoult of energ¡ in the early stages of testing, and
then changed markedly, as failure r4/¿rs approached, mtil it was absorbing
energlr at a high rate. rt is unreasonable to interpret the yield stress
as the intersection of the two straight lines shown in Figure 4b.

rn contrast with the previor¡s examples in r.vtrich yield.ing is
self-evident and the difficulty lies in establishing acceptable proce_
dures for consistentry evaluating the yield stresses, Figure 5a shows
oedometer results from two salryles of brown, fissured, plastic Lake
Agassiz clay which appear not to have yielded (Trainor, 19g1). However,
if the sarne data are pl0tted in the traditional vray as an e-10gp, curve,
then Figure 5b shows results which night be readily acceptable for nany
plastic swelling clays. unthinking application of the casagrande con_
struction would produce values for pl, even though the sanpres did not
yield (Figure 5a) in the sense of the compressibility increasing narkedly
at some identifiable li¡nit stress. The inferred value of p¿ has little
significance. care should be taken that the plotting technique _ in
this case semi-logarithnic plotting - does not imply behaviour rvliich is
absent frorn the original data.

This point is developed further in Figure 6. rn Figure 6a,
some non-yielding data are shov,n, together with three straight lines
with different slopes which could represent this tlpe of beha'iour.
The same data and lines are plotted in e, logp,_space in Figure 6b.
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Not only is there a tendency to infer Pf values from non-yielding ðata,

but the value of p¿ depends on the slope of the line. It also depends

on the relative dimensional scales which are used for the void ratio

and log(pressure) a)ces.

The seni-logarithnic construction for pi requires the identi-

fication of the point of nalci¡n¡n cul:ì¡ature. If a straight line

(4)

in e, pt-space

(s)

The curvature of (6)

(8) C(P')

e

is

Pr

=a-bp'

transformed i¡to e, log pr-space, then

= K logro(P'), and therefore

e = a - b exp (P' /0.434K), where

(dimension of I log rycle of p') = K x (dimension of

Àe = 1.0)

given by

{ r * Ge/dpr¡2 ¡-r'5 x d2e/d¡t'¡2

(6)

(7)

1S

This is

(e)

narci¡m¡n wtren

. 0.434 KD' =' lzb

Thus the points of rnatcfunsn curvature, Ðd therefore the pl-value'

depend directly on the physical scales vfrich are used for plotting the

ðata. It is perhaps forlunate that only a limited range of plotting

scales are used in practice. The problern is not acute uitren the nalci-

mur curyature in the se¡ni-logarithmic plot is clearly identified, and

the virgin consolidation behaviour is straight.
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Finally, attention should be drar,ør to the definition of
engineering strain which is conrnonly used in soil mechanics, namely
the total change in a representative dimension , Say sarnple height,
divided by the dimension at the beginning of the test. sfunilarly, in
void ratio calculations ae = ÂFI/H', the d.ivisor H, is constant through-
out the test. oedometer tests on corpressible clays often measure
vertical compressions of z0%, and. void ratio changes of 0.g. other
branches of engineering conrnonly hrrit the use of engineering strain
to only a few percent. Figure 7a shows results from an oedometer test
on wiruripeg clay. The curve drops steeply after pi is exceed.ed, but
at high strains it becomes concave upwards. In sensitiye rnarine crays,
this has been attributed to chânges in porewater electrolyte conditions
follor'ing deposition (Bjernm, 1967). rn other cases, part of the
curvature of the post-pi section may sinply depend on how the labora_
tory ðata have been processed and plotted. Figures 7a arñ 7b show the
same obsen¡ational ðata. In Figure 7b, vertical strains haye been
calculated as 'hatural" strains

(e)

and the

rr, = X {(Hi Hr_r)/0.5 x + H.*r) Ì,(¡1.
1

post-pi line is straighter than in Figure 7a.

DISCIJSSION

Previous paragraphs have shown examples of curve-fitting
techniques which in some c¿rses have failed to identify yield points
h'hich are clearly present in the data; and in other cases have funpried
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yields for which there is no justification. The authors haye recentry
become alrare of similar problems faced by colleagues in mechanical and

electrical engineering. Little is apparentry avaiLable in the litera-
ture concerning the influence of enpirical data-handling rethods on

the conclusions which are dravrn frorn the data. The interaction of
neasuring systelns with observations is well known. rnfluences at the
interpretive stage of reducing laboratory ð.ata appear to be less
generally appreciated.

CONCLUSIONS

procedures used for rnanipulating and presenting laboratory
data may thernselves significantly affect the conclusions which can be

draun from testing programs. rt night appear that irnpersonal treatment
o1. data by automatic computation, should produce more consistent and

rational results with less effort and cost. However, the results nay
not be more relevant to practical applications. computer conyenience

and efficiency challenge engineers with more careful exercise of ex-
perience, judgenent and conrnon sense.
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NOTATIOT¡

b = slope of linear data i¡ €, p'-space

e = void ratio, error

H = sanple height

K = ratio of scale di¡nensions in e, logpr-space (Eqn. 6)

K^ = ratio of horizontal to vertical effective stresseso

urder conditions of zero lateral strain

ßSV = length of stress vector in pt, q-space

q = deviator stress (o, - or)

p' = mean principal effective stress (oi * Zø:r)/s

^V/V 
= volunetric strain

W = energy absorbed/rnit volune

Ê = vertical strainv

ol - = effective normal octahedral stresS = p'oct
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